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AGENDA 

1. Call to Order

2. Attendance and Introductions

3. Review and Approval of June 26, 2018 Minutes (Attached)

4. Committee Agendas
a) Screw Conveyor
b) Idler
c) Pulley
d) Bucket Elevator
e) Bulk Conveyor Accessories
f) Bulk Belt Systems and Emerging Technologies Committee

5. ARPM Report

6. Old Business
a) ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 550 – Draft 1 (Attached)
b) ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 102 – Updates

7. New Business
a) CEMA Whitepaper – Volunteers needed
b) CEMA Publications Report (Attached)

8. Election of a Vice Chair

9. Next Meeting - June 16, 2020, La Playa Hotel, Naples, FL

10. Adjourn

Brett DeVries, Chair 
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MINUTES OF THE CEMA ENGINEERING CONFERENCE 

BULK HANDLING SECTION MEETING  

Tuesday, June 26, 2018 

 

1. Call to order 
The meeting was called to order at 8:00 am by Brett DeVries – FLEXCO, Chair 
 

2. Roll call  
72 attendees. (See attached list). 
 

3. Proposed agenda was reviewed and approved. 
 

4. Reviewed and approved minutes from June 27, 2017. 
 

5. Committee agendas: 
Committee Chairs gave a brief overview of the agenda topics for discussion in their respective 
break out meetings.  Time and location of these meetings were identified 

a) Screw Conveyor 
b) Idler 
c) Pulley 
d) Bucket Elevator 
e) Bulk Conveyor Accessories 
f) Bulk Belt Systems and Emerging Technologies 

 
6. ARPM Report was given by Robin Steven – ContiTech (see attached) 

 
7. New Business 

a) ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 550 – Material List Updates. Work had been done reconciling 
ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 550 with the Belt Book and the Screw Conveyor’s materials list.  
Andrew Hustrulid, Shaw Almex; and Andrew Timmerman, Martin Engineering, 
volunteered to review the proposed changes to ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 550 for 
accuracy. 

b) ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 102. ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 102 (Conveyor Terms & 
Definitions) is being updated to remove obsolete and conflicting terms. New terms 
should also be added where appropriate. 
Todd Swinderman, RToddS Engineering; volunteered to review the proposed changes. 

c) CEMA White Papers – Volunteers needed. A request was made for Safety related white 
paper topics to support the CEMA Marketing committee. 

d) Question from Accessories Committee – Belt Mistracking Allowance. The Accessories 
committee urged the other sections to consider belt mistracking limits in regard to their 
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standards. Their best practices document regarding skirtboard widths has “allowable 
mistracking” as a consideration. CEMA has not previously had an allowable belt 
mistracking statement and should avoid conflict or confusion 

 
8. Next Meeting – June 25, 2019 – La Playa Hotel, Naples, FL 

 
9. Meeting was adjourned at 8:56 am 

 
 
 

       Respectfully submitted, 
       Brett DeVries, Chair 
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DISCLAIMER

The information provided herein in advisory only.

These recommendations provided by CEMA are general in nature and are not intended as a substitute for professional 
advice. Users should seek the advice, supervision and/or consultation of qualified engineers, safety consultants, 
and other qualified professionals.

Any use of this publication, or any information contained herein, or any other CEMA publication is made with 
agreement and understanding that the user and the user’s company assume full responsibility for the designs, 
safety, specifications, suitability and adequacy of any conveyor system, system component, mechanical or electrical 
device designed or manufactured using this information.

The user and user’s company understand and agree that CEMA, its member companies, its officers, agents and 
employees are not and shall not be liable in any manner under any theory of liability to anyone for reliance on or use 
of these recommendations. The user and the user’s companies agree to release, hold harmless and indemnify and 
defend CEMA, its member companies, successors, assigns, officers, agents and employees from any and all claims 
of liability, costs, fees (including attorney’s fees), or damages arising in any way out of the use of this information.

CEMA and its member companies, successors, assigns, officers, agents and employees make no representations 
or warranties whatsoever, either expressed or implied, about the information contained herein, including, but not 
limited to, representations or warranties that the information and recommendations contained herein conform to 
any federal, state or local laws, regulations, guidelines or ordinances

Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association
5672 Strand Ct., Suite 2

Naples, Florida 34110-3314
www.cemanet.org
Copyright © 2019
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FOREWORD

 The CEMA Engineering Conference recognizes that the basis of all bulk material conveyor engineering is the 
precise definition and accurate classification of materials according to their individual handling characteristics under 
a specific combination of conditions of temperature, humidity, sizes and distribution of lumps, friability, and so 
on, including all factors that influence the selection of proper types and sizes of conveyors, horizontal, inclined or 
vertical.

 This exacting task of cataloging bulk materials was assigned by the Conference of Engineering to the CEMA 
Committee for Materials Classification & Definition, a task that was greatly magnified by the increasing flow of new 
materials from the world’s geometrically expanding technology in all fields and the alteration of older materials 
into forms with different handling characteristics.

 This task can, therefore, never be considered as having been completed. The Committee fully realizes that its 
conclusions at the time of any publication represents only that part of the work that has been completed to date.

 For that reason, it is the earnest recommendation of the members of the Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers 
Association that competent engineering and technological assistance be sought whenever there is the slightest 
doubt as to how any material will behave under specific conditions. 

 It is desirable and necessary that materials and conditions be described precisely and completely whenever 
equipment manufacturers and consulting engineers are called in to make recommendations.
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES

In 2003 Edition updates, Chapter 1, Table 2, “Comparison of U.S. Standard Sieves and Tyler Sieves”.

The updated table has been renamed “Comparison of U.S., ISO, and Tyler Standard Sieves”.  It incorporates ISO 
Sieve designations as well as the current U.S. measurement changes to accommodate  ISO Standard 133.  These 
changes are also reflected in changes to Table 6 “Average Size System from Screen Analysis”.

 
This Edition includes a more readable version of Chapter 2,  Figure 9, “Particle Size vs. CEMA Size Code Classes”

This Edition updates, Chapter 3, “Tables of Materials and Their Characteristics”. The updated tables amalgamates 
virtually all of the CEMA Material Handling Characteristics Data that the Association has available and has published 
in its two other documents which deal with material handling characteristics; Belt Conveyors for Bulk Materials and 
CEMA Book 350: Screw Conveyors. 

In 2019, the edition revision consisted of; adding metric conversions, the bulk density in Table 7, Chapter III was   
updated. Cosmetic changes and updates to the bibliographic references.
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CHAPTER I. Terminology: Definitions, Test Procedures or Examples

This chapter is devoted to establishing consistent terminology for the various properties and character istics of 
bulk materials that are considered to affect conveyability or design in the proper selection of materials handling 
equipment. Definitions are given and test procedures are established where practicable.

Two general classes are established. The first class is “Physical Characteristics” and includes those properties that 
can generally be physically tested and numerical values determined. These carry an “A” prefix. The second class is 
“Hazards Affecting Conveyability”. This latter group is more difficult to test and determine quantitative results. They 
carry a “B” prefix. Where possible, suggested test procedures are given to determine a qualitative, generally yes 
or no, answer. Typical examples of materials having the particular property being described are given to facilitate 
a better understanding of the characteristic involved.

If a given material sample is analyzed for all thirty-seven characteristics given in the following pages, much more 
will be known about the material than generally found heretofore and the problem of proper equipment selection 
for the application will be made easier. A classification coding system is established in Chapter II and a suggested 
format for listing these characteristics is contained in Chapter III.

1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A-1 Abrasiveness

Definition: Abrasiveness is a combination of the physical characteristics of a material that enables it to abrade 
particles from surfaces with which it comes into moving contact.

Test: It seems from observations that the following 4 characteristics are those which would contribute to the 
abrasive character of a material.

 (1)  Particle hardness (See A-16)
 (2)  Particle shape (See B-17)
 (3)  Bulk Material Density (See A-8)
 (4)  Size (See A-17 & A-18)

The following factors are assigned to each of the above characteristics:

Hardness

Mohs No. Factor
1 1
2 4
3 9
4 16
5 25
6 36
7 49
8 64
9 81

10 100
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Density

Wt. / ft3 Factor
0-60 1.0

61-120 1.1
121-180 1.2
181-240 1.3
241-300 1.4
301-460 1.5
461-520 1.6

Shape

Type Factor
Rounded 1.0
Subround 1.5

Subangular
Sharp Angular 2.0

Size

CEMA Factor
A 1.0
B 1.1
C 1.2
D 1.3
E 1.3

To determine the relative abrasiveness of a particle, determine the factors from observation of the material. 
Multiply the factors together to determine the abrasive index number.

Compare this number to the abrasive index range in the table below to determine the CEMA abrasive code 
number.

Characteristics Code Number Abrasive Index Range
Mildly Abrasive 5 1 thru 17
Moderately Abrasive 6 18 thru 67
Extremely Abrasive 7 68 thru 416

  
(1)  The following factors were used to determine the abrasive index range:

Hardness Density Shape Size
Mildly 1 & 4 1 & 1.6 1 & 2 1 & 1.3
Moderately 16 1.6 2 1.3
Extremely 100 1.6 2 1.3

   
(2)   Assume the hardness of all vegetable and animal products which cannot be measured to be Mohs #1 
or less.

(3)   The hardness of other materials can be found in various handbooks and by using Mohs test.
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(4)   Density is the “as conveyed” weight per cubic foot.

(5)   The shape may be described as follows:

Rounded - Those pieces that are nearly spherical with no sharp edges or sharp points. (River gravel) 
(B-17 Class D)

Subround - Subangular - Those pieces which approach rounded or angular shapes but with all edges 
well rounded so that there are no sharp edges or sharp points. (River gravel) (B-17 Classes A, B, C, & 
E, except all sharp edges & points removed)

Angular - Pieces having various flat sided shapes, all of which produce sharp edges and sharp points. 
(Crushed stone) (B-17 Classes A, B, & C)

A-2 Angle of External Friction

Definition: The angle of external friction of a bulk material is the angle in degrees, ø’, between the normal stress 
(horizontal) axis and the wall yield locus or curve of a plot showing the relationship of shearing resistance to 
normal stress acting between the bulk material and the surface of another material on which it slides as found 
from direct shear tests.

 This is also known as wall friction and should be closely related to the angle of slide on the same surface.

 The tangent of this angle is the coefficient of friction of the bulk material on the surface of the ma terial tested.

The type, condition, and surface finish of the material on which the test is performed must be in cluded with 
the angle and coefficient to be specific, i.e., new hot rolled 0.15-0.20 carbon steel plate at 80 -100 MuRMS or 
type 304 stainless steel with 2B surface at 15-25 MuRMS.

Test: The test is performed on a direct shear controlled strain tester in the manner described in Appendix 10. 
The plot of the shear stress versus the normal stress is the wall yield locus. The angle is measured be tween the 
abscissa and a straight line through the origin to the intersection of the wall yield locus with the Mohr circle 
for the major consolidation stress at the point of higher normal stress as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.
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A-3 Angle of Internal Friction

Definition: The angle of internal friction of a bulk material is the angle in degrees, ø between the normal stress 
axis (horizontal) and the yield locus, representing the relationship of shearing stress to normal stress due to 
sliding or rolling of the particles on themselves as in a direct shear, controlled strain test.

 The tangent of this angle ø is the coefficient of internal friction or friction of the material on itself.

The yield locus is the curve, or locus of yield values, of normal and shearing stress at yield under a given 
consolidation pressure and a constant moisture and temperature.

The instantaneous yield locus is assumed unless otherwise stated. If the samples are consolidated for a given 
period of time prior to shearing, it would be called a time yield locus.

Test: The tests are conducted on a direct shear, controlled strain tester as outlined in Appendix 10.

The angle of internal friction is found by plotting the yield locus as the peak shear stress values for each 
corresponding normal stress at a given consolidation pressure. The yield loci for different consolidation pressures 
should be approximately parallel. The angle of internal friction, ø , is the angle between the yield locus and the 
normal stress (horizontal) axis as noted in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

A-4 Angle of Maximum Inclination (of a Belt)

Definition: The angle of maximum inclination of a belt conveyor handling a given bulk material is that angle 
in degrees to the horizontal at which the empty belt successfully will elevate the material fed to it. This angle 
generally varies inversely to the speed of the belt.

Test: The angle of maximum inclination may be made by actual trial on an inclinable troughed belt con veyor 
30” wide, 20’ minimum centers, with 35° idlers at standard spacing and operating at a speed of 300 fpm; with 
means for measuring the angle of incline to the horizontal.

Factors that affect the maximum incline include:
(a) Minimum belt sag tension
(b) Loading on the incline
(c) Minimum per cent of cross-sectional loading
(d) Length of skirt boards
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(e) Uniform feed centrally loaded
(f) Size and distribution of lumps
(g)  Absence of roll-back or spillage in normal running operation but minimum accumulation at foot of   

              belt in tailing out system. 

A-5 Angle of Repose (loose)

Definition: The loose angle of repose for bulk materials generally stockpiled is that angle between a horizontal 
line and the sloping line from the top of the pile to the base. The angle of repose for a given material may 
vary, however, depending upon how the pile is created and the density, particle shape, moisture, and size of 
the material. In actual use a stockpile will have the larger lumps tailing out at the bottom edges of the pile and 
the fines concentrated toward the center. The impact of the falling material at the top center of the pile might 
compact the material more and create a somewhat steeper cone at this point.

Other angles of repose that may be found are the compacted angle of repose due to the mechanical compaction 
and impact of dropping from a feed point and consolidation due to the height of the material above it in the 
pile and its own density. The reclaimed angle of repose, or withdrawal angle, is that formed when material 
is withdrawn from an existing pile by means of a feeder or a gate opening under neath the central portion of 
the pile generally resulting in a steeper angle due to the amount of consolida tion present in the material at 
the point of withdrawal. Different angles of repose are formed by the way in which they are created. Material 
discharging from a vibrating feeder and a rotary table feeder may have different angles at the edge of pan or 
table. A rock box chute will have material piled on each ledge, usually under some impact, which may have still 
a different angle of repose.

Test: A pile of material may be formed on a horizontal surface by dropping material through a funnel as in Figure 
3. The funnel is held closely to the horizontal surface to start with and is gradually raised as the size of the pile 
is increased with about 1” clearance. This is done to prevent impact on the pile.

The nozzle is to be round and four (4) to six (6) times the maximum particle size in diameter, but not less than 
1/2”.

The size of the test sample is to be such that the bottom of the nozzle is six times the maximum particle size, 
but not less 4” above the horizontal surface when the pile is completed.

Five (5) tests should be run with five (5) different samples of the same material and results averaged.

Figure 3.
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A-6 Angle of Slide

Definition: Angle of slide is that angle to the horizontal of an inclined flat surface on which an amount of material 
will slide downward due to its own weight. In actual practice, the angle of slide will vary with the following 
external conditions:

  (1)  The type of surface such as steel, wood, etc.
  (2)  The condition of the surface such as how clean it is, or how dry, or its roughness as shown by profilometer 
                       readings.
  (3) Compaction of the material.
  (4) Rate of change of slope of the surface.

Test: A pile of material is placed gently, without appreciable impact, on a horizontal rectangular steel plate. The 
edges of the material pile should not come closer to the edges of the plate than one fifth of the plate dimension 
in any direction. The plate is thoroughly dry, non rusted ordinary hot rolled carbon steel with a surface finish of 
70 to 110 rms. The plate is hinged at one edge and means are provided to lift the opposite edge gradually but 
steadily. Means also are provided to determine the angle of the plate to the horizontal.

The edge of the plate is raised until the material starts to slide on the plate surface, and the angle of inclination 
measured. Care must be taken that the material spalling off the pile or sliding upon itself is not confused with 
the actual sliding on the plate surface. If the first trial indicates difficulty in differentiating between material 
sliding upon itself and sliding on the plate, a peripheral container of light weight  such as a box without top or 
bottom may be used to enclose the material pile, provided that the walls of the container do not touch the 
steel plate at any time. With the use of such a container, the angle of slide is reached when the container and 
the enclosed material start to move.

At least five individual tests should be made of the angle of slide, and the results averaged. The sur face of the 
plate must be wiped clean and dry before the initial test, and the plate surface carefully cleaned and dried 
again before repeating the test.

Suggested Test Conditions:   

Character of Material Minimum Sample Quantity Minimum Plate Dimensions
All 10 mesh and finer 0.01 ft3 14” x 14” x 1/4”
90% 10 mesh or under
10% lumps up to 3” 0.25 ft3 (include one max. lump) 33” x 33” x 1/2”

90% 10 mesh or under
10% lumps up to 6” 2 ft3 (include one max. lump) 63” x 63” x 3/4”

A-7 Angle of Surcharge 

Definition: The angle of surcharge of a bulk material on a moving conveyor depends upon the kind of conveyor 
involved. See Figure 4.

With a troughed belt conveyor, the top surface of the load cross section of the bulk material is pre sumed to be 
part of a circular arc, the ends of the arc meeting the inclined sides of the belt at the free edge distance specified. 
The surcharge angle of the load cross section is measured by the inclination in degrees to the horizontal of a 
line tangent to the circular arc at the point where the end of the arc meets the belt.

On a flat belt conveyor the top surface of the bulk material is presumed to be triangular in cross sec tion, the 
upper apex of the triangle being at the center of the belt and the other apices being at the points of specified 
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free edge distance. The surcharge angle is the inclination to the horizontal, expressed in de grees, of either side 
of the triangle.

On apron conveyors with vertical pan sides, the top of the load cross section may be assumed as a portion of 
a circular arc the ends of which meet the vertical sides part way up. The surcharge angle then is measured by 
the inclination of a tangent line as with troughed belt conveyors.

With flat apron conveyors without skirt boards, the surcharge angle is similar to what it would be on a flat belt 
conveyor.

Figure 4. Measurement of Angle of Surcharge

Usual Determination: The only practical way accurately to determine the angle of surcharge of bulk material on 
a belt conveyor is to make an actual test. For troughed belts, the test conveyor is 30” wide, carried horizontally 
on 35° idlers placed at standard spacing, 30’ pulley centers and operating at a speed of 300 fpm. A similar flat 
belt conveyor provides means of determining the angle of surcharge on a flat belt.

 While the angle of surcharge of bulk materials handled on apron conveyors, with or without pan sides, may be 
determined experimentally in full-sized equipment in a manner analogous to that specified for belt conveyors, 
it seldom is necessary to do so. Apron conveyors find their greatest use as feeders, in which service the angle 
of surcharge is of small utility.

A-8 Bulk Density (loose)

Definition: Loose bulk density of a bulk material is the weight per unit of volume (usually pounds per cubic foot) 
that has been measured when the sample is in a loose or non-compacted condition. The loose bulk density may 
be close to, or the same as, the “as conveyed” density. There are several published standards for determining 
bulk density.

The standard test method for bulk density (“unit weight”) and voids in aggregate is described in ASTM C29/
C29M-17a (2017). The standard test method for cubic foot weight of crushed bituminous coal is described in 
ASTM D291-07 (2012).

The above two specifications describe a method for determining both loose and compacted unit weights. Other 
known methods are the test weight per bushel of grain as described in Grain Inspection Handbook, Book II, 
Chapter I, General Information (2013) and the method of test for cubic foot weight of coke in ASTM D291-07 
(2012).

The above bulletins may be referred to, but the following is the recommended method of test when applied 
to the conveying of bulk materials.

Test: A representative sample should be obtained by standard sampling techniques maintaining original particle 
size distribution and moisture content.

The quantity in the sample and the capacity of the measuring container should be a function of the largest 
particle size contained in the sample of the material as shown in Table 1.
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Each measuring container should be provided with an open bottom filling mold of approximately the same 
volume as the measuring container and equipped with an over-lapping skirt on the outside to sup port it and 
provide a seal. The inside diameter of this cylinder should be the same as the container. In between the container 
and the filling mold, a screen should be provided when used with materials finer than #6 sieve.

This may be a separate ring, or in the bottom of the mold, but the screen surface should be a minimum of 1 
1/2” from the top of the measuring container. See Figure 5. The measuring container should be weighed empty 
and its weight recorded. The volume of the container level full with its top should be calibrated with water and 
volume in cubic feet recorded.

The size mesh of the screen opening should be at least four times the largest particle size or sufficiently large 
enough to prevent segregation of materials in dropping through. The screen serves the purpose of loosening 
the material and prevents compaction that would occur when dropping the material the entire distance.

In conducting a test, it should be borne in mind that it is desirable to obtain the loosest practical density. 
The filling mold and screen ring, if required by particle size, should be placed on a proper measuring 
container. A small hand scoop should be used to place the material in the mold with no more than 1” 
free fall of the material from the end of the inclined scoop. The material should fall gently through the 
screen to the box below. More material is then added, rotating the scoop around the mold to distribute  
the material evenly. No tapping or vibration of the container should be allowed. Material should con tinue to 
be added until it is retained on the screen ring. The mold and screen ring are then gently removed. A straight 
edge is then used to strike off the material in the container level with its top. Materials contain ing lumps can be 
leveled off with the fingers or a straight edge in such a way that any slight projections of the larger pieces of the 
sample shall balance the larger voids in the surface below the top of the con tainer. The measuring container is 
then gently placed on a platform scale of suitable capacity. The scale should be accurate within one-tenth of 1%.

The loose bulk density is equal to the total weight in pounds of the container with the material minus the weight 
of the empty container divided by the volumetric capacity of the container in cubic feet.

Table 1. Minimum Weight of Sample Versus Maximum Particle Size

Maximum Particle Size
Minimum Weight of 

Sample
Recommended Size of 
Measuring Container

gr lbs L ft3

Class A - Finer than U.S. # 40 Sieve 3,000 6.6 1 0.035**
Class B - Finer than U.S. # 6 Sieve 9,070 20 2.82 0.1
Class C - 1/2” Maximum Lump
              - 1” Maximum Lump

45,350
90,700

100
200

14.1
28.2

0.5*
1.0**

Class D - 3” Maximum Lump 272,100 600 84.6 3.0**

* Cylindrical molds, as well as surcharge assemblies as used in soils testing, are available commercial ly from many 
vendors. Check the Internet and search for “Material Testing Equipment”.
         0.1 CF - 6.000” ID x 6.112” High 
         0.5 CF - 11.000” ID x 9.092” High

** 1 Liter - 4.00” ID x 4.86” High
         1 CF - 12” x 12” x 12” or 14” OD std. pipe x 13.25” ID x 12.53” High
         3 CF - 18” x 18” x 18” or 20” OD std. pipe x 19.25” ID x 17.82” High
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A-9 Bulk Density (vibrated)

Definition: Vibrated bulk density of a bulk material is the weight per unit of volume (usually lbs/ft3) that has been 
measured when the sample is in a compacted condition due to vibrating. This density may not be as dense as the 
material would be if compacted with time as in mined materials in their un disturbed or in place state (in-situ).

The standard test method for for bulk density (“unit weight”) and voids in aggregate is described in ASTM C29/
C29M-17a. The stan dard method of test for cubic foot weight of crushed bituminous coal is described in ASTM 
D291-07 (2012). The standard test method for cubic foot weight of coke is described in ASTM D291-07 (2012). 
These above bulletins describe tests and test equipment for both the loose and vibrated or compacted condition.

These above bulletins may be referred to, but the following is the recommended method of test when applied 
to the conveying of bulk materials. Vibrated density is normally the heaviest density that can be found in the 
conveying of bulk materials.

The compressibility percentage may be found from the vibrated and loose bulk densities as follows: Percent 
compressibility equals vibrated density minus loose density divided by the vibrated density times 100.

The above ratio is rarely above 40% and may be as low as 3% but is a guide to the varia tion in bulk unit weights.

Test: A representative sample should be obtained by standard sampling techniques maintaining original particle 
size distribution and moisture content. The quantity in the sample and the capacity of the mea suring container 
should be a function of the largest particle size contained in the sample of the material as shown in Table 1. Also 
refer to Figure 5 for a description of a container for determining bulk density. The main difference between the 
density for vi brated materials and loose materials is that a screen is not required. A measuring container and 
a filling mold are nevertheless required.

 The filling mold and measuring container should be filled until the container is full and 2/3 of the filling mold 
is full. The combined unit is then placed on a vibrating table.

 The vibrating table would contain a cushioned steel vibrating deck of about 30 in2 actuated by a semi-noiseless 
electromagnetic vibrator having a frequency of 3600 vibrations per minute with 60 cycle current and a vibrator 
having a vertical amplitude variable between 0.002” and 0.025” under load.

 Capacity of the unit shall be capable of handling the heaviest combination of material, containers, and filling 
mold. The container and mold are then vibrated for one minute during which time the material in the filling 
mold may drop into the container to keep it full.

The filling mold is then removed and a straight edge is used to strike off the excess material level with the top 
of the container. Materials containing lumps can be leveled off with the fingers or a straight edge in such a way 
that any slight projections of the larger pieces of the sample shall balance the larger voids in the surface below 
the top of the container.

 The weight of the vibrated material and its container is then determined. Vibrated bulk density equals total 
weight in pounds of the filled container minus the empty container divided by the volumetric capacity of the 
container in cubic feet.
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Figure 5. Bulk Density Measuring Container, Screen and Mold

At least
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A-10 Cohesiveness

Definition: Cohesiveness in bulk materials is characterized by the degree to which individual particles tend to 
cling together, the material gaining extra shear strength under pressure.

Cohesion in consolidated fine granular or powdery bulk materials under pressure, may be expressed in terms 
of the shear force required -beyond that to overcome the internal friction in the material- to cause the material 
to yield. It is indicated by that portion of the total shear stress denoted as C in the equation: 

τ = C + σ φ

Where:  τ  =  Total shear stress
    C  =  Shear stress due to cohesion 
    σ  =  Normal stress
    φ =  Tangent of the angle of internal friction

Test: The tests are conducted on a direct shear, controlled-strain test machine using a two part cylindrical 
shear cell containing the material, as specified for determining the angle for internal friction in Shear Testing 
Procedure, Appendix I.

Cohesiveness is measured by the ordinate intercept of the yield locus line at zero normal stress. The yield locus 
line is obtained from plotting the shear stress versus normal stress values as indicated in Figure 6. Since the 
yield locus changes with each consolidation the value of “C” will also change with each consolidation. A value 
for cohesiveness must therefore include the corresponding consolidation stress.

Examples: 
(a) Gravel or dry sand, C = 0, no cohesion
(b) Damp sand or earth, C > 0, cohesion present 

Figure 6.
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A-11 Elevated Temperature

Definition: Elevated temperature, as a bulk material characteristic, is the surface temperature higher than 150°F 
(66 °C) of a typical particle, group of particles or an agglomeration of particles of the material at the point of 
entry into any conveyor in a system.

Example: 
(a) Hot lime from a kiln - 1200° to 1400°F (649 to 760 °C)
(b)  Salt from a dryer - 400° to 700°F (204 to 371 °C)
(c) Charcoal from a kiln - 1900°F (1038 °C)
(d) Cement clinker - 1400° to 1500°F (760 to 816 °C)
(e)  Used foundry sand from shakeout - 250° to 400°F (121 to 204 °C)
(f)  Prepared foundry sand from muller - 150° to 200°F (66 to 93 °C)

A-12 Flowability - Flow Function

Definition: Flowability is that property of bulk materials characterized by the freedom of the constituent 
particles, or groups of particles, individually to move when the bulk material is put in motion by some force, 
gravity or otherwise.

A fully free-flowing bulk material, therefore, is one in which the constituent particles have low strength and 
the maximum freedom to move individually while the material is put in motion by a force. As this freedom 
of movement of the constituent particles approaches zero, the strength increases and the flowability of the 
solids approaches zero, i.e., the bulk material becomes sluggish, tends to hang up or arches over openings and 
ceases to flow.

 The Flow Function (FF) is used as a measure of the flowability of a bulk material and is determined from direct 
shear, controlled strain tests under constant moisture, temperature and size analysis.

Flow function is assumed to be an instantaneous flow function unless otherwise stated. If the samples are 
consolidated for a given period of time prior to shearing to obtain yield strength, it would be called a time flow 
function, FFt.

 These flow functions are generally convex upwardly arched curves when plotted with the maximum, or major, 
consolidating pressure or stress as the abscissa and unconfined yield strength or stress as the or dinate. To 
approximate this curve a straight line from the origin and through the coordinates for 39 lbs/ft2 consolidation 
stress may be drawn. The cotangent of this line will give the approximate numerical value of the flow function 
curve, or; 

     
      FF = cot λ =    σ1

Test: The test procedure for this property is that outlined in Appendix I. From the yield locus thus obtained for 
each consolidation pressure the maximum consolidation stress can be obtained from the larger Mohr circle and 
the unconfined yield stress obtained from a smaller Mohr circle drawn tangent to the yield locus and through 
the origin as in Figure 7. The flow function is then plotted using these values of maxi mum normal stress, σ1, 
as the abscissa and unconfined yield stress, fc, as the ordinate. Several series of tests are run with different 
consolidation pressures to obtain sufficient points to plot an accurate curve of the flow function.

fc
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Figure 7. 

For ease in classifying materials as to their flowability, four general classes are recognized with the following 
approximate ranges of flow functions and angles:

  CEMA Class 1 - Very Free Flowing - FF > 10 - Max λ - 5°42’

       CEMA Class 2 - Free Flowing - FF > 4 but < 10 - Max λ - 14°2’

       CEMA Class 3 - Average Flowing - FF > 2 but < 4 - Max λ - 26°33’

       CEMA Class 4 - Sluggish - FF < 2 - Max λ - over 26°34’

Class 1 materials therefore show a very flat curve with low unconfined compressive stress while Class 4 materials 
will, therefore, show a fairly steep curve with high unconfined compressive stress. Class 2 & 3 materials will be 
intermediate of the two extremes.

A-13 Lumps - Size and Weight

Definition: Lump size is the maximum dimension, in inches, of a large particle of a bulk material or a stable 
agglomeration thereof, in the direction of width, height and length.

 Lump weight is the weight in pounds of the maximum size lump. For lumpy materials having pieces over 7” in 
size (Size Class D16) the weight of the maximum lump shall be specified in addition to the size dimensions.

 Ordinarily, lumps are particles of a size conveniently measured in inches or coarse fractions of inches. Stated in 
another way, lump size is the square mesh screen opening in inches through which a cubical lump theoretically 
could pass. Particles of material smaller than this customarily are specified by “screen mesh” size, the maximum 
dimension of the lump being given in addition if the particle shape is very long in one direction or greater than 
twice that of either of the other two dimensions.

Test: Actually measure the size of those lumps large enough to be expressed in, at least, whole inches. Smaller 
lumps may be run over square mesh screens to determine their size with the provision that the longest dimen-
sion of the lump be given in addition if the particle shape is very long in one direction.

 For lumps over 7” in size, weigh the lump on a suitable scale and record the weight to the nearest full pound.
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A-14 Specific Gravity

Definition: Specific gravity is the ratio of the weight in air of a given volume of a solid at a stated temperature 
to the weight in air of an equal volume of distilled water at a stated temperature.

The standard density of water is 62.43 lbs/ft3 at 4°C (39.2°F) or 1 gr/cm3. At 68°F (20°C) this is equivalent to 
62.32 lbs/ft3 or 0.99823 gr/cm3 and for other temperatures a density correction factor should be applied.

Values of specific gravity for many materials such as minerals, ores, rocks, metals, inorganic and organic 
compounds, oils, fats, waxes, woods, pigments and resins may be found in various handbooks. The solid minerals 
range in specific gravity from slightly less than 1.0 for the mineral waxes (hydrocarbons) such as ozocerite and 
gilsonite to 23 for native metallic iridium. The major groupings are shown below:

Native metals, arsenic at 5.7 to iridium at 23
Selenides, tellurides, arsenides range from 5.0 to 10.6
Salts of metal acids range from 5.0 to  9.4 
 (Tungstates, molybdates, uranates, etc.)
Sulfides range from less than 4.0 to 8.1 
Oxides range from less than 2.6 to 7.1 
Carbonates, phosphates and halides
 Aluminum, alkali & soluble varieties range from 2.0 to 2.5
 Heavy metal salts range from 4.0 to 6.0 
Silicates, which form bulk of gangue materials
 Aluminum, alkali metals, etc. range from 2.0 to 2.5
 Calcium and magnesium range from 2.5 to 3.0
 Iron range from 3.0 to 3.5
 Manganese, zinc, rare earth or metals range from 3.5 to 4.5

In materials handling specific gravity is generally of interest only when the weight of larger size lumps must 
be considered to determine adequate selection. Bulk density is of more importance in most application and 
selection procedures of conveying equipment.

Test: Using a 500 or 1000 cc graduated glass cylinder, a known dry weight in grams of fragments to 1” in diameter 
is dropped into a previously noted volume of water in the cylinder. The expansion of the volume due to the 
displacement of the water by the solids is observed and noted. Suitable larger volumes may be used for larger 
lumps.

A-15 Moisture Content

Definition: The moisture in a bulk material is presumed to be solely water which can be evaporated by drying. 
Other fluids besides water such as vegetable oils and cutting oils may wet bulk materials and, if present, should 
be specifically described in addition to the water moisture and the amounts indicated in an easily understood 
manner.

The percent moisture content is presumed to be on the wet weight basis unless specifically stated to be on 
the dry weight basis.

Dry weight of solids in gr 
Displaced volume in cc X 0.99823Specific Gravity @68°F = 

Specific Gravity =
Dry weight of solids 

Weight of water displaced
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Moisture in bulk materials may be present in several forms:

(a)   Absorbed water is that water which is mechanically held in a bulk material usually in the voids between  
particles, and having physical properties not substantially different from ordinary water at the same 
temperature and pressure.

(b)  Absorbed water is that water which is held by physicochemical forces, usually as films surrounding 
the individual particles, and has physical properties substantially different from absorbed water or 
chemically bound water at the same temperature and pressure. 

(c)  Chemically bound water may be subdivided into: 

• Water of Formation is water that is actually included in the molecular structure of the compound. 
A decrease in moisture changes the chemical composition and may change the handling properties 
of the material. 

• Water of Crystallization, or Hydration, is water held to the molecule by a loose chemical bond. 
A change in moisture does not change the chemical composition but may change the handling 
properties of the material. 

When considering the moisture in bulk materials containing or composed of water soluble salts, it must be 
understood that this moisture is present as a saturated solution of the soluble salt. Such solutions may have 
properties much more deleterious to the maintenance of conveyors than ordinary water.

Tests: 
Apparatus

(a)  Oven, preferably of the forced-draft type automatically controlled to maintain a uniform tempera ture 
of 110 ± 5°C throughout the oven or lower as may be required for some mate rials. 

(b)  Balances, sensitive to 0.01 gr for samples less than 50 gr; 0.1 gr for samples weighing 50 to 500 gr; 1.0 
gr for samples weighing over 500 gr.

(c)  Specimen Container - Seamless metal containers with lids are recommended. The containers should 
be of a metal resistant to corrosion (aluminum for most materials), but glass bottles with screw 
tops suitable for temperatures involved may be used. They should be as small and light in weight as 
practicable in relation to the amount of material to be used in the determination. For routine moisture 
determinations in which specimens weighing between 100 and 200 gr are used, a 2” high by 3 1/2” 
diameter container is adequate.

Specimen
The amount of material used in the moisture determination will generally depend on the maximum particle size, 
the amount of material available, and the requirement that the specimen be representa tive of the material for 
which the determination is made. When the water is not uniformly distributed throughout the sample larger 
specimens will be needed than would otherwise be required. Typical amounts are:

   Particle Size  Minimum Sample Size
Materials passing a No. 4 Sieve   100 to 200 gr
Maximum size between No. 4 and 3/4” Sieves   500 gr
Maximum size between 3/4” and 1 1/2” Sieves   1000 gr
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Procedure
(1)  Preferably weigh the material sample in the sealed container, in which it comes to the laboratory. Before 

weighing, wipe the exterior clean and dry.

(2)  Open the container, taking care to save the cap, lid, or cover with any adhering material or moisture. 
This can be done as leisurely as desired, without affecting the accuracy of the moisture determination.

(3)  Select a tray large enough to hold the container, the container cover, the spread out material and any 
utensil that is used in evacuating the container of its contents. Obtain the tare weight of the dry, clean 
tray and record it.

(4)  Select a spoon or spatula or other convenient utensil with which to remove the material from the 
container. Obtain the tare weight of this utensil in its dry, clean state before using it, and record this 
tare weight. 

(5)  Using the selected utensil, carefully remove the material from the container and spread it out on the 
tray just so it will dry readily, taking great care not to spill or lose any of it. The container doesn’t have 
to be cleaned out; it is permissible for a thin layer of material or some condensed moisture to stick 
to its interior or to the lid or cover. No need to hurry this operation; it may be done leisurely without 
affecting accuracy of the moisture determination.

(6)  Assemble on the tray the container, its lid or cover, the spread out material and the utensil used to 
evacuate the container (along with any adhering material).

(7)  Insert the tray and all upon it into a well ventilated drying oven held at the boiling point of water, or 
212° to ± 4 °F (100° to ± 5°C). The draft through the oven should be low enough so that as the material 
dries, none will be blown away. The natural draft in most commercial or laboratory drying ovens is 
usually safe and adequate. A lower oven temperature may have to be used with such materials as will 
decompose at 212°F (100°C). In this case the drying time may be materially lengthened. 

(8)  Weigh the tray and contents periodically while warm. If desired to weigh a cooled tray and contents, 
the whole tray and contents must be cooled in a desiccator before weighing to avoid moisture pick-up 
from the humidity of the ambient air. When the tray and contents have reached a constant weight as 
determined by five successive weighings, record this weight. 

(9)  Add these quantities:

  (a) Original sealed container weight.

  (b) Tray tare weight.

  (c) Evacuating utensil tare weight.

 and subtract from this sum:

  (d) The final constant weight of tray and contents.

 The difference is the exact weight of the water that has been evaporated. 
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Computations
(a)  Wet Weight Basis

 (b)  Dry Weight Basis

(c)  Certain industries have their own standard procedures or practices for determining moisture content. 
Care should be taken in determining whether the basis is on the wet weight or dry weight basis.

• For Grains and other Commodities, refer to USDA Website for Grain Standardization.

• For the Pulp and Paper Industry, consistency of the stock in percent is the pounds of air dry paper 
or pulp fibers per 100 pounds of liquid and 1.1% of air dry stock equals 1.0% of bone dry stock.

A-16 Particle Hardness

Definition: The characteristic of particle hardness in a bulk material is of primary interest in relation to its 
possible abrasiveness, how easily it cracks, crumbles or reduces into smaller particles in handling and the ease 
in which it may be intentionally cracked or broken in crushing or grinding.

No known method of indicating material hardness is universally applicable to all bulk materials. In 1822, F. Mohs 
evaluated comparative scratch hardnesses of many materials and set up the relative hardness scale tabulated 
below. It is widely used for minerals and ores but is only qualitative. As the system was set up, any material 
of a given Mohs hardness number could scratch any other material with a lower Mohs hardness. Various 
handbooks on minerals, ores and rocks tabulate values of Mohs hardness but hardness will not be found for 
many commonly handled bulk materials.

MOHS Hardness Scale

1.0 Talc 6.0* Cement clinker, Iron pyrites, Feldspar, 
Rutile Sand 2.0 Gypsum

2.5* Fingernail 7.0 Quartz
3.0 Calcite 7.0* Iron Ore Sinter, Silica Sand
3.0* Copper coin, Limestone, Bauxite 7.5 Zircon
4.0 Fluorite 8.0 Topaz
4.0* Cementrock, Taconite Pellets 8.5 Chrysoberyl
5.0 Apatite 9.0 Sapphire
5.0* Mill Scale 9.0* Aluminum Oxide
5.5* Knife blade, glasses 9.5 Carborundum
6.0 Ortoclase 10.0 Diamond

 
* =  Approximate values

Another method of measuring hardness is known as the Knoop method and it is essentially a quantitative test. 
In this method indentation hardnesses are determined with an apparatus that employs a diamond indenter. The 

(Wet Weight + Tare Weight) - (Dry Weight + Tare Weight)
(Wet Weight - Tare Weight)Percent Moisture = x 100

Percent Moisture =
(Wet Weight + Tare Weight) - (Dry Weight + Tare Weight)

(Dry Weight - Tare Weight)
x 100
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face of the indenter is in the form of an elongated pyramid with obtuse included angles. Sensitive and reliable, 
the Knoop method for hardness testing has been widely accepted in laboratories, particularly with refractory 
ceramics such as the carbides, borides, nitrates and oxides. A simple straight line relationship was developed 
between Mohs hardness number and Knoop method when the Knoop number for a diamond was taken as 
6000 and plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale.

K = β e a M  o   K =  14.5 X 2.718  0.6015M 
      

Where: K     =   Knoop number  
   β =  Constant  = 14.50 (ordinate intercept of curve) 
   a  =  Constant  = 0.6015 (slope of curve)
   M  =  Mohs hardness number  
   e  =  2.718 

Approximate values of hardness on some bulk materials may be obtained by trying to scratch steel blocks of 
known hardness and obtaining an equivalent number on the MOHS scale from a curve.

Test: For the Mohs test select a smooth surface of the mineral to be tested on which a point of the standard is 
pressed and moved back and forth several times 1/8” or less. If the mineral is scratched by the standard it is 
softer than the standard used. Two minerals of equal hardness will scratch each other. Pulverulent or splintery 
minerals are “broken down” by the test and yield a hardness often much lower than the true hardness. Rough 
surfaces yield doubtful results.

For checking for an approximate Mohs hardness number through the use of hardened steel blocks, typical 
blocks, 3” in diameter, of varying hardness are commercially available similar to Brinell hardness test blocks. A 
sample of the bulk material is rubbed against the test blocks in succession starting with the softest block to see 
which block can be scratched and which is not scratched by the material. An equivalent Mohs number of the 
bulk material is taken as the arithmetical average of the Mohs number corresponding to the steel sample not 
scratched and the next lower hardness block which is scratched by the material under test. The approximate 
conversion values are as follows:

Test Blocks Mohs Hardness No.
121 BHN 3.3
200 BHN 3.8
34.7 Rockwell C 4.7
46.7 Rockwell C 5.5
61 Rockwell C 6.7
63 Rockwell C 7.0

For test procedures on the standard hardness testing methods refer to the following: 

• ASTM E10-17 (2017) - Standard Test Method for Brinell Hardness of Metallic Materials.

• ASTM E18-17e1 (2017) - Standard Test Method for Rockwell Hardness of Metallic Materials.

• ASTM E92-17 (2017) - Standard Test Method for Vickers Hardness and Knoop Hardness of Metallic Materials.

• ASTM E140-12be1 (2012) - Standard Hardness Conversion Tables for Metals Relationship Among Brinell 
Hardness, Vickers Hardness, Rockwell Hardness, Superficial Hardness, Knoop Hardness, Scleroscope Hardness, 
and Leeb Hardness.
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A-17 Screen Analysis and Particle Size Distribution

Definition: The screen analysis of a representative sample of a bulk material subjected to a standard shaking 
action is the recorded percentage by weight retained on each screen of a series of test screens with largest 
opening on top and the smallest on the bottom plus a cover and a pan.

U.S. Standard screens are preferred and shall be used unless otherwise stated. ISO 133 0.1 equivalents should 
be used when reporting sieve tests outside the United States. Tyler Test Screens may be used if so specifically 
designated. Table 2 shows equivalent screens. Wire cloth screens, or sieves, with square openings are standard 
from No. 400 Sieve (0.0015” opening) to 22.6 mm (0.875” opening). For screens with nominal opening of 1” to 
8” square hole perforated plates are usually used.

The particle size analysis of a bulk material is a tabulation of the percent represented in each size range as a 
part of the total sample usually shown as passing a given screen size and being retained on the next smaller 
screen. A complete screen analysis will give the size distribution of the material. It indicates the total size range 
of the particles, the uniformity or discontinuity of size distribution between the maximum and minimum sizes, 
and the preponderance of a few sizes, or the possible absence of some sizes, in the total.

A particle-size distribution curve gives a visual picture of the screen analysis and size consist of a sample. It is 
a semi-log plot using the particle size as the abscissa on a logarithmic scale and the cumulative percentage by 
weight passing a given screen size as the ordinate. The shape of the curve, and slope of any straight portion, 
indicate the relative uniformity of size distribution of the sample.

Test: The screen analysis of a truly representative sample of the entire bulk material shall be performed according 
to the, “Standard Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates” ASTM C136/C136M-14 (2014) 
using a Tyler Ro-Tap machine or equal. The standard specification for these screens or sieves is ASTM E11-17 
(2017).

For very fine materials or when the grain size distribution of the material passing the No. 200 sieve is of interest, 
the “Standard Test Method for Materials Finer than 75-μm (No. 200) Sieve in Mineral Aggregates by Washing” 
ASTM C117-17 (2017) may be used. In addition, analysis of particle size smaller than No. 200 sieve may be made 
by Hydrometer analysis utilizing Stoke’s law that particles of equal specific gravity settle in water at a rate which 
is in proportion to the size of the particle. The Corps of Engineers Manual on Laboratory Soils Testing gives a 
specific procedure for this Hydrometer method. 
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Table 2. Comparison of U.S., ISO and Tyler Standard Sieves

 U.S. Standard (ASTM E11-17) ISO 133 Tyler Standard

Sieve Designations Nominal 
Openings

Designations and 
Nominal Openings

Sieves
Designations

Nominal 
Openings

Standard Alternative Inches Millimeters /Microns Mesh Number Inches
125 mm 5 in 5 125 mm
106 mm 4.24 in 4.24 106 mm
100 mm 4 in 4 100 mm
90 mm 3 1/2 in 3.5 90 mm
75 mm 3 in 3 75 mm
63 mm 2 1/2 in 2.5 63 mm
53 mm 2.12 in 2.12 53 mm
50 mm 2 in 2 50 mm
45 mm 1 3/4 in 1.75 45 mm

37.5 mm 1 1/2 in 1.5 37.5 mm
31.5 mm 1 1/4 in 1.25 31.5 mm
26.5 mm 1.06 in 1.06 26.5 mm 1.05 in 1.05
25 mm 1 in 1 25 mm

22.4 mm 7/8 in 0.875 22.4 mm 0.883 in 0.883
19 mm 3/4 in 0.75 19 mm 0.742 in 0.742
16 mm 5/8 in 0.625 16 mm 0.624 in 0.624

13.2 mm 0.53 in 0.53 13.2 mm 0.525 in 0.525
12.5 mm 1/2 in 0.5 12.5 mm
11.2 mm 7/16 in 0.438 11.2 mm 0.441 in 0.441
9.5 mm 3/8 in 0.375 9.5 mm 0.371 in 0.371
8 mm 5/16 in 0.312 8 mm 2 1/2 mesh 0.312

6.7 mm 0.265 in 0.265 6.7 mm 3 mesh 0.263
6.3 mm 1/4 in 0.25 6.3 mm
5.6 mm No. 3 1/2 0.223 5.6 mm 3 1/2 mesh 0.221

4.75 mm No. 4 0.187 4.75 mm 4 mesh 0.185
4 mm No. 5 0.157 4 mm 5 mesh 0.156

3.35 mm No. 6 0.132 3.35 mm 6 mesh 0.131
2.8 mm No. 7 0.111 2.8 mm 7 mesh 0.110

2.36 mm No. 8 0.0937 2.36 mm 8 mesh 0.093
2 mm No. 10 0.0787 2 mm 9 mesh 0.078

1.70 mm No. 12 0.0661 1.7 mm 10 mesh 0.065
1.40 mm No. 14 0.0555 1.4 mm 12 mesh 0.055
1.18 mm No. 16 0.0469 1.18 mm 14 mesh 0.046

1 mm No. 18 0.0394 1 mm 16 mesh 0.039
850 μm No. 20 0.0331 850 μm 20 mesh 0.0328
710 μm No. 25 0.0278 710 μm 24 mesh 0.0276
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Table 2. Comparison of U.S., ISO and Tyler Standard Sieves (cont.)

 U.S. Standard (ASTM E11-17) ISO 133 Tyler Standard

Sieve Designations Nominal 
Openings

Designations and 
Nominal Openings

Sieve
Designations

Nominal 
Openings

Standard Alternative Inches Millimeters /Microns Mesh Number Inches
600 μm No. 30 0.0234 600 μm 28 mesh 0.0232
500 μm No. 35 0.0197 500 μm 32 mesh 0.0195
425 μm No. 40 0.0165 425 μm 35 mesh 0.0164
355 μm No. 45 0.0139 355 μm 42 mesh 0.0138
300 μm No. 50 0.0117 300 μm 48 mesh 0.0116
250 μm No. 60 0.0098 250 μm 60 mesh 0.0097
212 μm No. 70 0.0083 212 μm 65 mesh 0.0082
180 μm No. 80 0.007 180 μm 80 mesh 0.0069
150 μm No. 100 0.0059 150 μm 100 mesh 0.0058
125 μm No. 120 0.0049 125 μm 115 mesh 0.0049
106 μm No. 140 0.0041 106 μm 150 mesh 0.0041
90 μm No. 170 0.0035 90 μm 170 mesh 0.0035
75 μm No. 200 0.0029 75 μm 200 mesh 0.0029
63 μm No. 230 0.0025 63 μm 250 mesh 0.0024
53 μm No. 270 0.0021 53 μm 270 mesh 0.0021
45 μm No. 325 0.0017 45 μm 325 mesh 0.0017
38 μm No. 400 0.0015 38 μm 400 mesh 0.0015
32 μm No. 450 0.00126 32 μm 450 mesh 0.00126
25 μm No. 500 0.00098 25 μm 500 mesh 0.00098
20 μm No. 635 0.00079 20 μm 635 mesh 0.00079

U.S Standard 

Base = No. 18 Sieve = 1 mm, progression on         2 : 1    basis.   

4”, 2”, 1”, 1/2”, y 1/4” do not conform to the progression but are included  because of common usage.

Tyler Standard

Base = 200 Mesh = 0.074 mm, progression on        2 : 1    basis, through some numbers use the U.S. Progression.

NOTE: 1 Micron (μm) = 0.00003937 inches (in) = 0.001 millimeters (mm)

A-18 Sized and Unsized Material

Definition: A material may be sized, partially sized or unsized.

A sized material consists of particles which have been passed through some defined square mesh screen opening 
and have been retained on a square mesh screen having defined smaller openings.

A partially sized material is one for which some particles have a defined size, but others do not.

4
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An unsized material consists of particles having no defined size.

Test: Passing material over suitable square mesh screens or the equivalent. See screen analysis A-17.

Examples: 
(a)  Sized material

• Material of specified screen analysis. 
• Material of various proportions of definite lump sizes.

(b)  Partially sized material
• So-called “run of mine” material consisting of random proportions of lumps and fines, but maximum 
lump size defined. 

• Material all larger than a defined size of square mesh screen; or all smaller than a defined size of 
square mesh screen.

• Material of which more than one particle size is defined but the proportions thereof are not specified. 

(c)  Unsized material
• Actual “run of mine” or “run of quarry” material of random proportions of undefined lumps and fines. 

2. HAZARDS AFFECTING CONVEYABILITY

B-1 Aeration-Fluidity

Definition: Aeration is a property of many bulk materials of small particle size whereby, through agitation, the 
particles are separated by an absorbed cushion of air. The bulk density is lowered and the mixture of material 
particles and air temporarily takes on many of the properties of a fluid.

Usually, the more thorough the aeration, the greater the fluidity of the aerated mass. The agitation of the 
material may be accomplished by mechanical stirring or vibration, or pneumatically by the introduction of 
streams of pressurized air into the material mass.

The possibility that a given bulk material may be so aerated that it behaves much like a fluid is increased inversely 
in rough proportion to the particle size.

Other gases than air may be used to give a finely divided material appreciable fluidity.

Test: To test finely divided material for aeration and the resulting fluidity, place a moderate sample in a glass 
container with a tightly fitting cover. Shake the container and sample vigorously for one or two minutes. Note 
that the material sample now occupies a much greater volume, indicating the degree of aeration. Without 
appreciable delay remove the cover from the container and gradually tilt the container over an open vessel 
so that the aerated material flows into the vessel. If the aeration has been well accomplished, the material 
will flow very nearly as a fluid with a small angle of tilt. The material will not form a conical pile in the vessel.

Examples:
• Powdered talc or clay of uniform or nearly uniform particle size 

• Pulverized hydrated lime

• Cork dust

• Powdered or finely divided solids of low to moderate specific gravity
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B-2 Becomes Plastic or Tends to Soften

Definition: Materials which become plastic or tend to soften are those that are subject to change in physical 
characteristics, through sensitivity to small temperature, pressure or other environmental changes.

Test: Heat material to a range of 100° to 125°F (38 to 52°C) and apply hand pressure to see if condition of 
material will change significantly.

Examples: Materials containing vegetable oils or fats and some chemical plastics, copperas (ferrous sulphate), 
Glauber’s salt (sodium sulphate).

B-3 Builds Up and Hardens

Definition: Certain materials having some liquid content have a tendency to adhere to constraining conveyor 
surfaces and under pressure and a drying action build-up by accretion. By exposure to air or by other means 
such as an increase in temperature the liquid content is reduced and the accretions harden.

This action of building-up and hardening is a combination of the material characteristics described in B-18 
Stickiness - Adhesion, A-10 Cohesiveness, and B-16 Packs Under Pressure.

Test: Mix a sample of material with water to a stiff plaster consistency and spread out a 1/2” thick coat on a 
clean, hot, rolled steel plate and let dry 24 hrs. At the end of the test period material could be tested with a 
putty knife to see if it has hardened and if it has adhered substantially to the steel plate.

Examples: 
• Clays

• Portland cement

B-4 Corrosive

Definition: Bulk materials are corrosive when by contact, they chemically attack confining surfaces.

Corrosion frequently is promoted by the acid or alkaline quality of the materials or of the solutions associated 
with the materials, as denoted by the pH value, where pH is the logarithm of the hydrogen ion content.

  pH values:  1 up to 7  =  acidic -  lower numbers are more acidic 
     7  = neutral
     over 7 to 14 =  basic or alkaline - higher numbers are more alkaline

Two materials of a given pH, or containing solutions of a given pH, may not have the same corrosive action. 
Also, some materials of neutral pH, or containing fluids of neutral pH, may be corrosive to metal surfaces.

Test: Place a sample of material on a clean, hot rolled steel plate for 24 to 72 hrs. At the end of the test period, 
remove the material and look for evidence of corrosion and its severity on the plate.

Examples: 
• Acid fertilizers

• Caustic soda

• Common salt (sodium chloride)

• Calcium chloride and many other chemical salts

• Many inert granular or powdery materials wet with solutions of various acids such as sulfurous, sulfuric,   
hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, nitric, phosphoric and organic acids; or of alkalies such as ammonium, potassium 
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and sodium hydroxides; or of many chemical salts.

B-5 Generates Static Electricity

Definition: When any two of a great variety of substances are brought together with one sliding against the 
other, there is an exchange of electrons between the two. Thus, one substance becomes positively charged 
and the other negatively charged when they are separated. The amount of electrical potential developed is 
dependent on several conditions:

        (a) The greater the force applied, the greater is the exchange of electrons.

(b) The greater the relative speed, the greater is the exchange of electrons.

(c) Relatively dry substances are most susceptible to the development of electrical potential. Increasing 
the  moisture content and ambient relative humidity tend to reduce the electrical potential.

(d) Some pairs of substances have a greater affinity to develop static potential than do others.

Test: A simple test to determine whether fine powders have static electricity is to place a small amount of the 
material in a clear glass tube, say about 1 3/8” ID X 24” long. If the tube is then shaken to distribute the material 
and then laid horizontal, it will be found that a material having static electricity will cling to the entire inside 
peripheral surface of the glass. Contact of the fingers with the outside surface of the glass may be sufficient to 
discharge the static charge and the material will collapse from the inner surface of the tube. Addition of moisture 
in the air, such as by breathing into the tube may be sufficient to remove the static electricity. 

Examples: 
• A vee-belt running on a metal sheave which is, in turn, connected to a motor

• A bulk material sliding on a metal chute

In these two cases, the metal may be isolated electrically and will act as an accumulator of static charges.

B-6 Degradable - Size Breakdown

Definition: Degradable materials are those materials in which lumps or particles may be broken mechanically 
and reduced in size as a result of impact, agitation or attrition. The resulting material will therefore have a 
different size consist. This may affect the saleability and/or behavior of the material.

Test: If material can be broken in the fingers, it is easily degradable. If it granulates or shreds when two pieces are 
rubbed together with hand pressure, it is degradable. If material is dropped on a concrete floor and it shatters 
or deforms, it is degradable. If material is alive, as in case of oysters or clams, and in sliding or dropping down 
chutes it is killed, it is degradable. If material is organic and is easily torn, abraded or misshapen, it is degradable. 
If material has a bright lustrous finish and this finish is marred by parts rubbing together, sliding in a steel plate 
or falling from some height, it is degradable.

Examples:
• Cullet

• Soda crackers

• Coke
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B-7 Decomposition - Deteriorates in Storage

Definition: The bulk material alters its physical characteristics due to aging, pressure, temperature, moisture 
absorption or release, chemical change or other action so that it no longer is in its original state as stored, and 
as a result, may change in its handling characteristics.

Tests: 
(a) Material has changed size

(b) Material has a putrid odor

(c) Material has hardened

(d) Material temperature is above normal

(e) Material is discolored

(f) Material has softened

(g) Material has changed its chemical composition

Examples: 
• Insufficiently dried grains in storage silos

• Particles of foodstuff lodged in a conveyor and not cleaned out

• Portland cement left standing in an elevator boot

• Concrete or lime left standing in a screw conveyor

B-8 Dusty

Definition: Materials classified as being dusty are those which have some particles of such a small size that 
these particles may become airborne. Dust particles are usually larger than 1 micron and are usually considered 
mechanical dispersoids formed by the reduction of larger masses into fine particles. Fumes are condensed 
dispersoids formed by condensation from the vapor stage and have a size range from 10 to 1 micron. Smokes 
are a general class of fumes produced by combustion and have particle size range from 0.001 to 0.25 microns. 
The behavior of dust particles in air is affected by the size, shape and density of the particle.

Test: A simple apparatus may be used to check the relative amount of dispersion of a very fine or powdery dry 
material sample by dropping a sample in still air through an open ended cylinder. This might consist of a 4” I.D. 
plastic cylinder 13” long supported vertically from a ring stand 4” above a 4” diameter watch glass or collection 
tray. A 10 gr sample of the material is dropped “en masse” through the cylinder from a height of 24” above the 
watch glass, or 7” above the top of the cylinder. The net amount of material deposited on the collecting watch 
glass or tray immediately after dropping the sample into the cylinder shall be weighed and percentage of the 
original weight shall be determined. If the percent collected is 95% or less of the original it might be considered 
dusty as 5% became airborne.

Examples: 
• Coal dust

• Cement dust

• Grain dust

• Carbon black
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B-10 Explosiveness

Definition: The explosiveness of a bulk material is determined by the rapidity of the chemical change of the 
constituent particles or solutions such that a destructive shock wave is generated.

Examples:
• Dusts: coal dust, grain dust.

• Powders: black powder, smokeless powder, trinitrotoluene.

• Chemical Crystals: ammonium nitrate, ammonium perchlorate, ammonium picrate, picric acid, mercury fulminate.

• Vapor: hydrocarbon solvent vapor or fumes.

B-11 Flammability

Definition: Flammability of a bulk material is characterized by the ease with which it catches fire. The principal 
factor contributing to flammability is the low ignition temperature of the material.

Materials not otherwise readily flammable may be made so by wetting with solutions of certain oxidant 
chemicals and then drying.

Test: Hold a lighted match to a small sample of the material and see if it catches fire and continues to burn. If 
it burns, it is flammable. 

Examples: 
• Inherently flammable: Bituminous coal dust, dry; celluloid scrap, charcoal briquettes, cotton or rayon cut 

fiber, magnesium saw dust, magnesium turnings or borings, nitrocellulose film scrap, wood flour, dry; wood 
shavings, dry.

• Containing Oxidant Chemicals: Any dried carbonaceous material which has been subjected to chlorate, 
nitrate or peroxide solutions.

B-12 Harmful Dust, Toxic Gas or Fumes

Definition: A characteristic of a bulk material such that gas, fumes or dust are given off which might be harmful 
or toxic to humans. See also dusty, B-8.

Example: 
• Hot copper calcine from a roaster.

B-13 Hygroscopic

Definition: A bulk material is hygroscopic when its particles appreciably absorb moisture from the ambient air.

Test: Expose the material in a tightly covered glass container to air of 70% absolute humidity for a period of 12 
to 24 hrs and note the change in moisture content of the material.

Examples:
• Ammonium carbamate

• Calcium chloride

• Calcium oxide

• Caustic soda

• Caustic potash
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• Silica gel

B-14 Interlocks, Mats, Agglomerates

Definition: When the individual particles of a bulk material entwine to form large masses or sheets, the material 
has the characteristic of interlocking or matting.

Agglomeration in a bulk material is the condition in which the initial particles grow larger by accretion to form 
stable lumps or nodules.

Tests: 
• Interlocking or matting: Put the material in a disorderly array and see if it hangs together in interlocking 

mats or bunches.
• Agglomeration: Put a small sample of the material on a table and roll it with the palm of the hand in a 

circular motion to see if the material tends to roll into balls or cylinders of varying sizes which do not 
immediately fall apart.

Examples: 
• Interlocking or matting: hair felt, wool felt, baled hay, ordinary paper.

• Agglomeration: beneficiated iron ore nodules, clay balls, pelletized carbon black.

B-15 Oils or Fats Present

Definition: A characteristic of a bulk material such that an appreciable content of oil or fat may affect the 
conveying action or may adversely attack one or more components of the conveyor.

Test: Lay a sample of the material on a clean blotter for a few minutes to see if the blotter is stained with oil 
from the sample. Warming the sample will accelerate this process.

Example: 
•  Oil in petroleum coke may attack the rubber in a conveyor or elevator belt.

B-16 Packs Under Pressure

Definition: When certain bulk materials are put under a consolidating pressure or force, the constituent particles 
move closer together, possibly increasing the bulk density. Such materials are said to pack under pressure. 
Deaeration may result from such packing. Damp materials packed under pressure may dry out to become 
hardened masses or lumps.

Test: Grasp a sample in the hand and squeeze strongly. Open the fingers to see whether the material retains 
its squeezed form. If it does, it packs under pressure.

Examples: 
• Ashes, dry or wet

• Carbon black

• Cellulose acetate, wet

• Clay, dry or wet

• Cotton seeds

• Earth, dry or wet

• Flax seeds

• Foundry molding sand
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NOTE: Many loose bulk crystalline or granular materials or powders may be packed to appreciable degree by 
the force of gravity, by vibrating the container as in bag or barrel packing machines.

B-17 Particle Shape

Particle shape has been disregarded until now, not because it lacks importance but because in many ways it is 
one of the most difficult to evaluate. Natural particles are not only not spherical, but they have irregular shapes 
which seem to defy classification. Particles as used here means material pieces.

Definition: Particle shape is defined as one of six volumetric spatial forms as listed below. To classify a certain 
particle shape you must place it within the imaginary boundaries of the six standard volumetric forms and 
select the form that most closely encompasses the particle.

Standard Particle Shapes: 
(a) A definitely edged form of which the three dimensions are sufficiently close to each other (e.g. cube).

(b) A definitely edged form in which one of the three dimensions is clearly greater than the other two (e.g. 
prism, pyramid, blade).

(c) A definitely edged form of which one of the three dimensions is clearly less than the other two (e.g. 
slab, shell, disc, flake).

(d) A definitely rounded edged form of which three dimensions are sufficiently close to each other (e.g. 
sphere).

(e) Forms with rounded edges and of which one of the three dimensions is clearly greater than the other 
two (e.g. cylinder, rod, needle).

(f) Fibrous - stringy - curly - flocculent.

B-18 Stickiness-Adhesion

Definition: Adhesion is the state in which the surfaces of unlike bodies in contact are held together by interfacial 
forces which may consist of valence forces or interlocking action or both, but does not include the attraction of 
the bodies due to static electrical charge or magnetic phenomenon. This definition covers only bulk materials 
and not pure liquids.

Bulk Material will be classified as “sticky” if a standard plug size of it adheres for 10 seconds or more to a 
vertical plate. If the material falls away or slides freely from the plate before it reaches 90° it will be classified 
as “non-sticky.”

Test: 
Scope

This method covers a procedure for testing fine sizes (code B or less) of bulk material for stickiness as defined 
above. Large coarse materials do not by nature adhere and therefore only small sizes are considered in testing 
for this characteristic. Fines should be screened from a large coarse sampling for evaluating stickiness.

Apparatus
(1) Test stand as shown in Figure 8.

(2) A 12” X 12” X 1/2” plain carbon (0.20c) steel test plate with a surface finish of 70-110 RMS. The plate is 
hinged on one edge to enable it to be adjusted from horizontal to vertical.

(3) Sample ring made of a 4” diameter #10 gage steel tubing cut square to a length of 1”.

(4) Steel ring cover made from a 3 11/16” diameter shafting cut square to a thickness of 1/2”.

(5) A Dillon (or equal) Compression gauge.
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Figure 8. Test Stand for Stickiness - Adhesion

Procedure
(1) With the hinged test plate in the horizontal position place the sample ring on it and fill it to the top 

edge with a sample of the bulk material being tested. The sample should be a true representation of the 
material as it is to be handled during its material handling cycle regarding moisture, temperature, etc. 

(2) Place the steel ring cover on top of the filled test ring and compress it to a weight of 500 lbs.

(3) Remove the compressing mechanism and gently remove the ring cover and ring without disturbing the 
interface between the sample material plug and the hinged test plate. (Note: A gentle twisting of the 
ring should help in its removal).

(4) Slowly lift the hinged plate until the material plug slides or reaches the 90° vertical position. If it stays 
in the vertical position for 10 seconds it is categorized as “sticky;” if not, it is “non-sticky”.
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B-19 Contaminable

Definition: A material is contaminable if, in processing or handling it is made unusable by admixtures of foreign 
materials or organisms.

Test: One or more of the following changes may make the material unusable; changes in odor, color, taste, 
texture, chemical purity, pharmaceutical purity, safety for foodstuffs, both animal and human, safety for mixing 
with other materials and generally decreased quality of finished product.

Examples: 
• Sugar quality reduced because of dark spots made by metal particles from conveying or processing machines.

• Paint pigment made off-color by other colors of pigment which were not properly cleaned out of processing 
machinery.

• Foodstuffs given a bad odor, taste or color and made unsafe to eat by putrescent particles of foodstuffs not 
properly cleaned from processing or conveying machines, or by molds or bacteria.

B-20 Very Light, Fluffy - May Be Windswept

Definition: A bulk material which may be very light and fluffy or may be easily windswept from a conveyor 
requires special consideration in the selection of the type of handling equipment to be used, the speeds at 
which it may be run and the degree of enclosure required in the system.

Examples: 
• Alumina

• Breakfast cereals, some grains and chaff

• Cork, fine ground

• Dried cellulose acetate

• Dried and ground bagasse

• Dried and shredded tobacco

• Vermiculite, expanded
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CHAPTER II. Material Classification Codes. 

1. MATERIAL CLASSIFICATION CODE CHART

Table 3. Material Classification Code Chart   

Major Class Material Characteristics Included Definition and Test 
Reference

Code 
Designation

Density Bulk Density, Loose A-8 Actual
lbs/ft3 

Size

Very Fine

No. 200 Sieve (0.0029”) and under

A-17

A200

No. 100 Sieve (0.0059”) and under A100

No. 40 Sieve (0.016”) and under A40

Fine No. 6 Sieve (0.132”) and under B6

Granular

1/2” and under C1/2

3” and under D3

7” and under D7

Lumpy

16” and under D16

Over 16” to be specified

X = Actual Maximum Size DX

Irregular Stringy, Fibrous, Cylindrical, Slabs, etc. E

Flowability

Very free flowing -- Flow Function > 10

A-12

1

Free flowing -- Flow Function > 4 but < 10 2

Average flowability -- Flow Function >2 but < 4 3

Sluggish -- Flow Function < 2 4

Abrasiveness

Mildly Abrasive -- Index 1 - 17

A-1

5

Moderately Abrasive -- Index 18 - 67 6

Extremely Abrasive -- Index 68 - 416 7

Miscellaneous 
Properties or 

Hazards

Builds up and hardens B-3 F

Generates Static Electricity B-5 G

Decomposition - Deteriorates in storage B-7 H

Flammability B-11 J

Becomes plastic or tends to soften B-2 K

Very dusty B-8 L

Aeration - Fluidity B-1 M

Explosiveness B-10 N

Stickiness - Adhesion B-18 O

Contaminable B-19 P

Degradable - Size breakdown B-6 Q

Gives off harmful or toxic gas or fumes B-12 R

Highly corrosive B-4 S

Mildly corrosive B-4 T

Hygroscopic B-13 U

Interlocks, mats or agglomerates B-14 V

Oils present B-15 W

Packs under pressure B-16 X

Very light and fluffy - May be windswept B-20 Y

Elevated temperature A-11 Z
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Table 3. Material Classification Code Chart (Cont.)

2. MATERIAL CLASSIFICATION CODE DESCRIPTION

2.1. Bulk Density Coding System
Bulk Density in the loose condition, as defined under A-8 of Chapter I, is given as the first group of the Classification 
Code. The actual density in pounds per cubic foot to the nearest whole pound is shown; where a range of values 
is shown, the average of the loose density values is used.

2.2.  Size Coding System
Since the size of particles in a sample of a bulk material to be handled in a conveying system is one of the most 
important characteristics to be considered in selecting and applying conveying and elevating equipment, size 
is given in the second group of the classification coding system. Normally the maximum size of the particle or 
lump determines the minimum size of openings, bucket sizes, chute width, belt width, screw diameter, etc. The 
code class letter is therefore selected on the basis of the maximum particle or lump size in the material. This 
class then indicates the sample will contain particles as large as the maximum indicated and might, but not 
necessarily, contain particle sizes down to zero. The particular size consist, or size breakdown, is only indicated 
by a complete screen analysis which would be necessary if more information on the smaller sizes and the 
distribution of sizes is required. The complete Size Classification and Coding is shown in Table 4 and Figure 9.

For Class A materials, which are the smallest or very fine sizes, it is recommended that the percentages retained 
on at least the No. 40, No. 100, and No. 200 U.S. Standard sieves be included in any request for handling 
information since proper application will generally require more detail than just the maximum size.

Table 4. Size Classification and Coding

Definition Size Range Code Letter

Very Fine

No. 200 Sieve (0.0029”) and under A200

No. 100 Sieve (0.0059”) and under A100

No. 40 Sieve (0.016”) and under A40

Fine No. 6 Sieve (0.132”) and under B6

Granular 1/2” and under C1/2

Lumpy

3” and under D3

7” and under D7

16” and under D16

Over 16” to be specified DX

Irregular Stringy, Fibrous, Cylindrical, Slabs, etc. E
 

While the major screen groups are shown as No. 40, 100 and 200, and may be identified as A40, A100, and A200, 
the following subgroups may be used in addition to obtain a more complete picture of the size distribution: 
No. 50, 70, 140, 170 and 270, U.S. Standard Sieves.

Major Class Material Characteristics Included Definition and Test 
Reference

Code 
Designation

Angle of Repose Loose A-5

Angle of Maximum 
Inclination (of a Belt) Conveyor A-4
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Figure 9. CEMA Classification Coding System
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Class A materials generally fall into the category of lake or beach sands, dusts, powders, fly-ash, finished cement, 
powdered sugar, rock flour, silts and clays. Generally, fine sands are considered those whose major portion will 
pass a No. 60 sieve (0.25 mm or 0.0098”) and the grains are visible with the unaided eye. In the AFS Standard 
sand (Ottawa silica sand) all the grains will pass a No. 40 sieve, 95% pass a No. 50 sieve, 5% pass a No. 70 sieve 
and the balance retained on a No. 100 sieve.

In Class B, materials of a fine size are considered as those containing particles retained on a No. 6 sieve 
(approximately 1/8”) and smaller. For further classification, No. 12, 20 and 30 U.S. Standard sieves may be used.

Class B materials generally fall into the category of medium to coarse river or bank sands, salt, sugar and a 
large group of chemicals and processed bulk materials. Medium sands are generally considered those passing 
a No. 20 sieve (0.84 mm or 0.033”) but retained on a No. 60 sieve, whereas coarse sands pass a No. 4 sieve but 
retained on a No. 20 sieve.

In Class C, materials of a granular size are considered as those containing particles retained on a 1/2” screen 
opening and smaller. A further subgroup in this class would be those materials retained on a 1/4” screen opening.
 
Class C materials generally fall into the category of fine (pea) gravel, crusher screenings, many animal feed 
pellets, much of the iron ore pellets, most grains, beans, and nuts, and a large group of in-process raw materials 
in industrial use.

In Class D, materials having appreciable size of lump are considered as those containing particles larger than     
1/2” including possible fractions as small as zero. Since lump size is generally important in proper equipment 
selection, several subgroups are shown as those retained on a 3” screen opening, 7”, 16” - D3, D7, D16, and DX, 
respectively. If lumps over 16” are included, these should be further described by length, width, depth, weight 
and frequency data since these lumps will usually require special care in selection of proper equipment. A 
further sub-group of 1 1/2” may be used if desired. For further reference see Lump Size, and Sized and Unsized 
Materials, Chapter l, A-13 and A-18, respectively.

Class D materials generally fall into the category of crushed stone, coarse gravel, most coals, and most ores. 
The terms “cobbles”, “boulders”, “run-of-mine”, all apply to bulk materials having relatively large lumps usually 
approximating a cube or sphere in shape.

In Class E, materials having an irregular shape are considered. These might be curly, fibrous or stringy; cylindrical 
or rectangular with appreciable thickness; or flaky, scale-like, wafer-like, or plate-like, being relatively thin. 
These materials may have a tendency to interlock or mat together, and because of their odd shape, may cause 
peculiar handling problems.

Class E materials cover a wide range of irregular sizes and shapes, including such materials as wood chips, metal 
chips or turnings, shredded asbestos ore or rock, wood bark or refuse, fish and meat scraps or bones, sugar 
cane, logs, slabs of coal or metallic ore, tobacco leaves, etc.

In order to evaluate and compare similar appearing materials, it is frequently helpful to know an average size. 
This is a weighted value based upon the reciprocal of the sieve opening in millimeters and gives an approximate 
average particle size for the given sample. For the finer materials this will give a numbered screen size as the 
average; for the larger particle sizes, the average size in millimeters is found by dividing 10 by the average 
calculated value which can then be converted to inches or read from Table 6 directly. This method is an extension 
of the American Foundrymen’s Society method of determining AFS Fineness numbers of foundry sands. This 
requires a screen analysis using the screen sizes indicated in Table 5. A particle size distribution curve plotted 
from the screen analysis is another method of evaluating similar materials by comparing the shape of the 
resulting curve.
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By combining the size coding letter, the average size as determined from Table 6 and the minimum size present 
in a given sample a comprehensive, yet brief, description as to particle size is thus available.

Table 5. Sample Analysis
Material = -3 x No. 40 Crushed Limestone

Screen Size
% Multiplier Total

- +

3
1 1/2
1/2
1/2

No. 6
No. 12
No. 20

1 1/2
1/2
1/4

No. 6
No. 12
No. 20
No. 40

7.5
11.8
10.5
18.4
17.9
17.6
16.3

0.25
0.75
1.5
3
6

12
22

1.875
8.85

15.75
55.2

107.4
212
359

Total  100 760.075

Average Size =
760.075

100
= 7.6

Use No. 8 as average

This could then be referred to as a D3 material having an average size of No. 8 Sieve and a minimum of No. 40 
Sieve.

Table 6. Average Size System from Screen Analysis

Size 
Class

U.S. 
Standard

Closest Tyler 
Standard

Size of Opening 10 X
 Reciprocal of 

Opening 
(mm)

Standard 
MultiplierInches mm and ISO 

Designation

A No. 270
No. 200
No. 140
No. 100
No. 70
No. 50
No. 40

270 Mesh
200
150
100
65
48
35

0.0021
0.0029
0.0041
0.0059
0.0083
0.0117
0.0165

0.53
0.075
0.106
0.150
0.212
0.300
0.425

188
135
95
67

47.5
33.4
23.8

200
140
100
70
50
35
25

B No. 30
No. 20
No. 12
No. 6

28
20
10
6

0.0234
0.0331
0.0661
0.132

0.600
0.850
1.70
3.35

17
11.9
5.97
2.98

18
12
6
3

C 1/4
1/2

0.25
0.50

6.3
12.5

1.58
0.79

1.5
0.75

D 1 1/2
3

1.5
3

37.5
75

0.26
0.13

0.25
0.12

7
16
36

In use but no 
longer U.S. 

Standard Sizes

7
16
36

177
407
915

0.056
0.026
0.011

0.06
0.03
0.01

E IRREGULAR SHAPES

Average Size = (Percentage x Multiplier)  = Approximate Sieve Size

                                          Total Percentage

For an average less than 3, the particle size in millimeters equals 10 divided by the average value.

NOTE: 25.4 millimeters = 1 inch
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2.3. Flowability Coding System
The relative flowability of a bulk material is obtained from the flow function, as determined from controlled 
strain shear testing as defined in A-12 of Chapter I.

Description Flow Function Range CEMA Code Number

Very Free Flowing Greater than 10 1

Free Flowing Greater than 4 but less than 10 2

Average Flowability Greater than 2 but less than 4 3

Sluggish Less than 2 4

2.4. Abrasiveness Coding System
The relative abrasiveness of a bulk material is obtained from a composite abrasive index, factor comprising 
properties of particle hardness, particle shape, bulk density and particle size as defined in A-1 of Chapter I.

Description Abrasive Index Range CEMA Code Number

Mildly Abrasive 1 a 17 5

Moderately Abrasive 18 a 67 6

Extremely Abrasive 68 a 416 7

2-5 Miscellaneous Properties and Hazards Coding System
The final group comprises all the properties to which special consideration should be given in selecting the 
proper equipment.
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CHAPTER III. Table of Materials and Their Characteristics. 

1. PREFACE TO TABLE OF MATERIALS

The following tables of materials gives a list of materials together with their loose density and code classification. 
The characteristics delineated by the code designations are those that are commonly encountered in average 
conditions. They are not necessarily derived from the previously described tests, but were taken from various 
sources and represent the consensus of experience of a number of CEMA member companies.

Each characteristic may vary in specific instances. Proper consideration must be given those materials whose 
characteristics vary under conditions of handling, moisture content, atmospheric humidity, particle size, age 
or long storage. It should be noted that slight changes in moisture content may greatly affect many of the 
characteristics; also differences in particle size distribution may affect some of these characteristics. Consult 
with your Bulk Material Conveyor Manufacturer for specific applications.

As results were accumulated from the test procedures outlined previously in Chapters I and II, that information 
was submitted to CEMA and eventually tabulated in detail in the form shown on the sample table, Table 7, 
included in this chapter. It will be noted that this table makes provision for including all of the characteristics 
previously defined and that slight changes in one or more of the characteristics will require separate entries 
for the same general type of material.

For screw conveyor design purposes, conveyed materials are classified in accordance with the Material 
Classification Code Chart, Table 3, Chapter II; and listed in Table 7.

Table 7 lists many materials that can be effectively conveyed by a screw conveyor. If a material is not listed in 
this table, it must be classified according to Table 3 or by referring to a listed material similar in weight, particle 
size and other characteristics.

Selected data in this table was also included in the CEMA Belt Book: “Belt Conveyors for Bulk Materials”. 
Reference table in that book included A-5: Angle of Repose (Loose) and A-4: Angle of Maximum Inclination (of 
a belt), for selected materials. 

The CEMA Screw Conveyor Section, in developing ANSI/CEMA standard No. 350 “Screw Conveyor for Bulk 
Materials” used the data from this table of materials but slightly modified the characteristics of some materials 
based on their experience in moving the product. 

Since 1997, CEMA undertook an effort to update this table. Materials from the Belt Book, not previously 
included, were added. Also imported were Angle of Repose (Loose) and Recommended Angle of Maximum 
Inclination (Conveyor) data. The new materials and modified characterizations from the “Screw Conveyor for 
Bulk Materials” standard were also imported.

As noted above “...this table makes provision for including all of the characteristics previously defined and that 
slight changes in one or more of the characteristics will require separate entries for the same general type of 
material”. To resolve any discrepancies between this document, the Screw Conveyor Standard, and the Belt 
Book. CEMA has chosen to incorporate the modifications that the Screw Conveyor Section has made rather 
than use multiple entries for the same material.

Finally, the updated table amalgamates virtually all of the CEMA Material Handling Characteristics Data that 
the Association has available and has published. To keep this document updated, and of maximum utility to 
the industry, we welcome, and are prepared to consider for inclusion in future editions, new material and 
characterizations submitted to us from any members of the bulk material conveying industry.
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HOW TO READ THE CEMA MATERIAL CODE
FROM TABLE 7

Material: Peas, Dried

48 C1/2 1 5 NQ

Average 
Bulk Density 

(loose)
Size Flowability Abrasiveness Other

Characteristics
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7. Table of Materials

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Adipic Acid 45 (721) 45A10035N

Alfalfa, Meal 14-22 (224-352) 18B645WY 45

Alfalfa, Pellets 41-43 (657-689) 42C1/225 20-29

Alfalfa, Seed 10-15 (160-240) 13B615N 29

Almonds, Broken 27-30 (432-481) 29C1/235Q 30-44

Almonds, Whole, Shelled 28-30 (449-481) 29C1/235Q

Alum, Fines 45-50 (721-801) 48B635U 30-44

Alum, Lumps 50-60 (801-961) 55B625 30-44

Alumina 55-65 (881-1041) 58B627MY 22 12

Alumina, Fines 35 (561) 35A10027MY

Alumina, Sized or Briquette 65 (1041) 65D337

Aluminate Gel (Aluminate Hydroxide) 45 (721) 45B635

Aluminum Chips, Dry 7-15 (112-240) 11E45VN 45

Aluminum Chips, Oily 7-15 (112-240) 11E45VY

Aluminum Chloride, Crystalline 45-52 (721-833) 49C1/225S

Aluminum Hydrate 13-20 (208-320) 17C1/235N 34 20-24

Aluminum Nitrate 45-62 (721-993) 54C1/235NSU

Aluminum Oxide 60-120 (961-1922) 90A10017MN 17-29

Aluminum Silicate (Andalusite) 49 (785) 49C1/235S 30-44

Aluminum Sulfate 45-58 (721-929) 52C1/225 32 17

Aluminum, Ore (See Bauxite)

Ammonium Chloride, Crystalline 45-52 (721-833) 49A10045FRS 30-44

Ammonium Nitrate 45-62 (721-993) 54A4035NTU 30-44

Ammonium Sulfate 45-58 (721-929) 52C1/235FOTU 44

Apple Pomace, Dry 15 (240) 15C1/245Y

Arsenate of Lead (See Lead Arsenate)

Arsenic Oxide (Arsenolite)* 100-120 (1602-1922) 110A10035R

Arsenic, Pulverized 30 (481) 30A10025R 20-29

Asbestos Rock, Ore 81 (1297) 81D337R 36-44

Asbestos, Shredded 20-40 (320-641) 30E46XY 45

Ash, Black, Ground 105 (1682) 105B636 17-32 17

Ashes, Coal, Dry - 1/2” 35-45 (561-721) 40C1/246TY

Ashes, Coal, Dry - 3” 35-40 (561-641) 38D346T 45

Ashes, Coal, Wet - 1/2” 48C1/246T

Ashes, Coal, Wet - 3” 48D346T 45

Ashes, Fly (See Fly Ash)

Ashes, Gas Produced 78 (1249) 78C1/245T

Asphalt, Binder 80-85 (1281-1362) 83E45K

Asphalt, Crushed - 1/2” 45 (721) 45C1/245 30-44

Bagasse 7-10 (112-160) 9E45RVXY 45

Bakelite, Fines 30-45 (481-721) 38B625 45
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Baking Powder 40-55 (641-881) 48A10035

Baking Soda (Sodium Bicarbonate) 40-55 (641-881) 48A10025

Barite (Barium Sulfate) - 1/2” to 3” 120-180 (1922-2883) 150D336

Barite, Powder 120-180 (1922-2883) 150A10035X 30-44

Barium Carbonate 72 (1153) 72A10045R 45

Bark, Wood, Refuse 10-20 (160-320) 15E45TVY 45 27

Barley, Fine Ground 24-38 (384-609) 31B635

Barley, Malted 31 (497) 31C1/235

Barley, Meal 28 (449) 28C1/235

Barley, Whole 36-48 (577-769) 42B625N

Basalt 80-105 (1281-1682) 93B627 20-28

Bauxite, Crushed - 3” 75-85 (1201-1362) 80D336 20

Bauxite, Dry, Ground 68 (1089) 68B625 20-29 20

Bauxite, Mine Run 66-90 (1057-1442) 78E35 17-31 17

Beans, Castor, Meal 35-40 (561-641) 38B635W

Beans, Castor, Whole, Shelled 36 (577) 36C1/215W 20-29 8-10

Beans, Navy, Dry 48 (769) 48C1/215 29

Beans, Navy, Steeped 60 (961) 60C1/225 35-40

Beets, Whole 48 (769) 48D735H 50

Bentonite, 100 Mesh 50-60 (801-961) 55A10025MXY 42 20

Bentonite, Crude 34-40 (545-641) 37D345X 42-44

Benzene Hexachloride 56 (897) 56A10045R

Bicarbonate of Soda (See Baking Soda)

Blood, Dried 35-45 (561-721) 40D345U

Blood, Dried, Ground 30 (481) 30A10035U

Bone, Ash (See Tricalcium Phosphate)

Boneblack 20-25 (320-400) 23A10025Y 20-29

Bonechar 27-40 (432-641) 34B635 30-44

Bonemeal 50-60 (801-961) 55B635 30-44

Bones, Crushed 35-50 (561-801) 43D345

Bones, Ground 50 (801) 50B635

Bones, Whole* 35-50 (561-801) 43E45V

Borate of Lime 60 (961) 60A10035 30-44

Borax, 1 1/2” - 2” Lump 55-60 (881-961) 58D335 30-44

Borax, 2” - 3” Lump 60-70 (961-1121) 65D335 30-44

Borax, Fine 45-55 (721-881) 50B625T 30-44

Borax, Screening - 1/2” 55-60 (881-961) 58C1/235 30-44

Boric Acid, Fine 55 (881) 55B625T 20-29

Braunite (See Manganese Oxide)

Bread Crumbs 20-25 (320-400) 23B635PQ

Brewer’s Grain, Spent, Dry 14-30 (224-481) 22C1/245 30-44
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Brewer’s Grain, Spent, Wet 55-60 (881-961) 58C1/245T 45

Brick, Ground - 1/8” 100-120 (1602-1922) 110B637

Brick, Hard, Burned 125 (2002) 125D1647

Brick, Soft, Burned 100 (1602) 100D1646Q

Bronze, Chips 30-50 (481-801) 40B645 44-57

Buckwheat 37-42 (593-673) 40B625N 25 11-13

Calcine, Flour 75-85 (1201-1362) 80A10035

Calcium Acetate 125 (2002) 125

Calcium Carbide 70-90 (1121-1442) 80D325N 30-44

Calcium Carbonate (See Limestone)

Calcium Fluoride (See Fluorspar)

Calcium Hydrate (See Lime, Hydrated)

Calcium Hydroxide (See Lime, Hydrated)

Calcium Lactate 26-29 (416-465) 28D345QTR

Calcium Oxide (See Lime, Unslaked)

Calcium Phosphate 40-50 (641-801) 45A10045

Calcium Sulfate (See Gypsum)

Carbon, Activated, Dry, Fine* 8-20 (128-320) 14B625Y 20-29

Carbon, Black, Pelleted* 20-25 (320-400) 23B615Q 25

Carbon, Black, Powder* 4-7 (64-112) 6A10035Y 30-44

Carborundum 100 (1602) 100D327 20-29

Casein 36 (577) 36B635 30-44

Cashew, Nuts 32-37 (513-593) 35C1/245

Cast Iron, Chips 130-200 (2082-3204) 165C1/245 45

Caustic Soda 88 (1410) 88B635RSU 29-43

Caustic Soda, Flakes 47 (753) 47C½45RSUX 29-43

Celite (See Diatomaceous Earth)

Cement, Aerated (Portland) 60-75 (961-1201) 68A10016M

Cement, Clinker 75-95 (1201-1522) 85D336 30-40 18-20

Cement, Mortar 133 (2130) 133B635Q

Cement, Portland 94 (1506) 94A10026M 30-44 20-23

Cement, Raw Mix 50 (801) 50A10025L

Cement, Rock (See Limestone)

Ceramic, Fiber, Dust 90 (1442) 90A10017

Cerussite (See Lead Carbonate)

Chalk, Crushed 75-95 (1201-1522) 85D325 45

Chalk, Pulverized 67-75 (1073-1201) 71A10025MXY

Charcoal, Ground 18-28 (288-449) 23A10045N

Charcoal, Lumps 18-28 (288-449) 23D345QN 35 20-25

Chips. Hogged Fuel 15-25 (240-400) 20D345VY

Chocolate, Cake, Pressed 40-45 (641-721) 43D325
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Chrome Ore 125-140 (2002-2243) 133D336 30-44

Cinders, Blast Furnace 57 (913) 57D336T 35 18-20

Cinders, Coal 40 (641) 40D336T 35 20

Clay (See Bentonite, Diatomaceous Earth, 
Fuller’s Earth, Kaolin, & Marl)

Clay, Brick, Dry, Fine 100-120 (1602-1922) 110C1/236 35 20-22

Clay, Calcined 80-100 (1281-1602) 90B636

Clay, Ceramic, Dry, Fine 60-80 (961-1281) 70A10035P 30-44

Clay, Dry, Lumpy 60-75 (961-1201) 68D335 35 18-20

Clinker, Cement (See Cement Clinker)

Clover Seeds 45-48 (721-769) 47B625N 28 15

Coal, Anthracite, Culm and River 55-61 (881-977) 60B635TY 35 18

Coal, Anthracite, Sized -  1/2” 49-61 (785-977) 55C½25 27 16

Coal, Bituminous, Mined 40-60 (641-961) 50D335LNXY 38 15

Coal, Bituminous, Mined - 50 mesh & under 50-54 (801-865) 52A4035N 45 24

Coal, Bituminous, Mined, Run of Mine 45-55 (721-881) 50DX35 38 18

Coal, Bituminous, Mined, Sized 45-55 (721-881) 48D335QVN 35 16

Coal, Bituminous, Mined, Slack 43-50 (689-801) 47C1/245TN 40 22

Coal, Bituminous, Stripping, Not Cleaned 50-60 (801-961) 55DX46

Coal, Powder River Basin 40-55 (641-881) 50D35LV 38 15

Coal, Char 24 (384) 24C1/235Q

Coal, Lignite 37-45 (593-721) 41D335TN 38 15

Cocoa, Beans 30-45 (481-721) 38C1/225Q 30-44

Cocoa, Nibs 35 (561) 35C1/225 30-44

Cocoa, Powdered 30-35 (481-561) 33A10045XY

Coconut, Shredded 20-22 (320-352) 21E45

Coffee, Beans, Green 25-32 (400-513) 29C1/225PQ 30-44 10-15

Coffee, Beans, Roasted 20-30 (320-481) 25C1/225PQ

Coffee, Chaff 20 (320) 20B625MY 20-29

Coffee, Ground, Dry 25 (400) 25A4035P 21 10

Coffee, Ground, Wet 35-45 (561-721) 40A4045X

Coffee, Soluble 19 (304) 19A4035PUY

Coke, Breeze 25-35 (400-561) 30C1/237NY

Coke, Loose 25-35 (400-561) 30D737N 30-44 18

Coke, Petrol, Calcined 35-45 (561-721) 40D737NY 30-44 20

Coke, Petroleum, Shot 45-63 (721-1009) 50C36LTWZ 35-40 11

Coke, Petroleum, Sponge 45-63 (721-1009) 50C36LTWZ 35-40 14

Coke, Petroleum, Fluid* 58-63 (929-1009) 61B46LMTWYZ 25-35 *

Compost 30-50 (481-801) 40D745TV

Concrete, Cinder 90-100 (1442-1602) 95A1/246 12-30

Concrete, In Place, Stone 130-150 (2082-2403)
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Concrete, Pre-Mix, Dry 85-120 (1362-1922) 103C1/236U

Concrete, Slump - 2” 100-150 (1602-2403) 125C1/246

Concrete, Slump - 4” 110-150 (1762-2403) 130C1/246

Concrete, Slump - 6” 110-150 (1762-2403) 130C1/246

Copper Sulfate (Bluestone) 75-95 (1201-1522) 85C1/235S 31 17

Copper, Ore 120-150 (1922-2403) 135DX36 30-44 20

Copper, Ore, Crushed 100-150 (1602-2403) 125D336

Copperas (See Ferrous Sulfate)

Copra, Cake, Ground 40-45 (641-721) 43B645HW

Copra, Cake, Lumpy 25-30 (400-481) 28D335HW

Copra, Lumpy 22 (352) 22E35HW

Copra, Meal 40-45 (641-721) 42B635HW

Cork, Granulated 12-15 (192-240) 14C1/235JYN

Cork, Ground, Fine 5-15 (80-240) 10B635JNY

Corn Cobs, Ground 17 (272) 17C1/225YN

Corm Cobs, Whole* 12-15 (192-240) 14E35NV

Corn, Ear* 56 (897) 56D1635NV

Corn Fiber Feed, Dry, Cooled 15-35 (240-561) 25B635

Corn Fiber Feed, Dry, Ground 15-35 (240-561) 25B635

Corn Fiber Feed, Dry, Not Cooled 15-35 (240-561) 25B635

Corn Fiber Feed, Pellets, Dry 30-40 (481-641) 35C1/235

Corn Fiber Feed, Wet 15-40 (240-641) 28B635

Corn Fiber, Dewatered 10-25 (160-400) 18B635

Corn Fiber, Wet 15-50 (240-801) 33B635PU

Corn Filter Aid 15-50 (240-801) 33B637

Corn Germ 21 (336) 21B635PYNW

Corn Germ, Dewatered 30-35 (481-561) 33B635PUN

Corn Germ, Dry 30-40 (481-641) 35B635

Corn Germ, Expanded Cake 30-40 (481-641) 35B635

Corn Germ, Oil Meal 30-35 (481-561) 33B635

Corn Oil, Cake 25 (400) 25D745HW

Corn Seed 45 (721) 45C1/225PQN

Corn Shelled 45 (721) 45C1/225N 21 10

Corn Sugar 30-35 (481-561) 33B635PUN 30-44

Corn Sugar, Crystalline, Dry 25-60 (400-961) 43B635

Corn Sugar, Crystalline, Wet 30-60 (481-961) 45C1/235

Corn, Cleanings 20-30 (320-481) 25B635PY

Corn, Cracked 40-50 (641-801) 45B625PN

Corn, Grits 40-45 (641-721) 43B635PN 30-44

Corn, Steeped 40-60 (641-961) 50D3

Cornmeal 32-40 (513-641) 36B635PNW 35 22
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Cottonseed, Cake, Crushed 40-45 (641-721) 43C1/245HW 30-44

Cottonseed, Cake, Lumpy 40-45 (641-721) 43D745HW 30-44

Cottonseed, Dry, Delinted 22-40 (352-641) 31C1/225X 39 16

Cottonseed, Dry, Not Delinted 18-25 (288-400) 22C1/245XY 35 19

Cottonseed, Flakes 20-25 (320-400) 23C1/235HWY

Cottonseed, Hulls 12 (192) 12B635Y 45

Cottonseed, Meal, Expeller 25-30 (400-481) 28B645HW

Cottonseed, Meal, Extracted 35-40 (561-641) 37B645HW 35 22

Cottonseed, Meats, Dry 40 (641) 40B635HW 30-44

Cottonseed, Meats, Rolled 35-40 (561-641) 38C1/245HW

Cracklings, Crushed 40-50 (641-801) 45D345HW 45

Cryolite, Dust 75-90 (1201-1442) 83A10036L 30-44

Cryolite, Lumpy 90-110 (1442-1762) 100D1636 30-44

Cullet, Fines 80-120 (1281-1922) 100C1/237 30-44 20

Cullet, Lumps 80-120 (1281-1922) 100D1637

Culm (See Coal, Anthracite)

Cupric Sulfate (See Copper Sulfate)

Detergent (See Soap, Detergent)

Diatomaceous Earth 11-17 (176-272) 14A4036Y 30-44

Dicalcium Phosphate 40-50 (641-801) 45A4035 45

Disodium Phosphate 25-31 (400-497) 28A4035 30-44

Distiller’s Grain, Spent Dry 30 (481) 30B635

Distiller’s Grain, Spent Wet 40-60 (641-961) 50C1/245V

Dolomite, Crushed 80-100 (1281-1602) 90C1/236

Dolomite, Lumpy 90-100 (1442-1602) 95DX36 30-44 22

Dolomite, Pulverized 46 (737) 46B636 41

Earth, As Excavated, Dry 70-80 (1121-1281) 75D1636 35 20

Earth, Loam, Dry, Loose 76 (1217) 76C1/236

Earth, Wet, Containing Clay 100-110 (1602-1762) 105D1646OV 45 23

Ebonite, Crushed 63-70 (1009-1121) 67C1/235 30-44

Egg, Powder 16 (256) 16A4035MPYN

Emery 230 (3684) 230A4037 20-29

Epsom Salts (Magnesium Sulfate) 40-50 (641-801) 45A4035U 30-44

Ethane Diacid, Crystals 60 (961) 60B635QS

Expanded Shale, Clay, or Slate Lightweight 
Aggregate 35-60 (561-961) 48C1/226 30-45 23

Face Powder (See Talcum, Powder)

Feldspar, Ground 65-80 (1041-1281) 73A10037

Feldspar, Lumps 90-100 (1442-1602) 95D737 34 17

Feldspar, Powder - 200 Mesh 100 (1602) 100A20036 30-44

Feldspar, Screenings 75-80 (1201-1281) 78C1/237 38 18
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Ferrous Carbonate 85-90 (1362-1442) 30-44

Ferrous Sulfate 50-75 (801-1201) 63C1/235U 30-44

Ferrous Sulfide - 1/2” 120-135 (1922-2162) 128C1/226 20-29

Ferrous Sulfide - 100 Mesh 105-120 (1682-1922) 113A10036 30-44

Filter Press Mud, Sugar Factory 70 (1121) 70A4045FOS

Fish Meal 35-40 (561-641) 38C1/245HP

Fish, Scraps 40-50 (641-801) 45D745H

Flaxseed 43-45 (689-721) 44B635X 21 12

Flaxseed Cake (Linseed Cake) 48-50 (769-801) 49D745W 30-44

Flaxseed Meal (Linseed Meal) 25-45 (400-721) 35B645W 30-44 20

Flour, Wheat 33-40 (529-641) 37A4045LP 45 21

Flue Dust, Basic Oxygen Furnace 45-60 (721-961) 53A4036LM

Flue Dust, Blast Furnace 110-125 (1762-2002) 118A4036

Flue Dust, Boiler House, Dry 30-45 (481-721) 38A4036LM 20

Fluorspar, Fines 80-100 (1281-1602) 90B636

Fluorspar, Lumps - 1 1/2” to 3” 90-100 (1442-1602) 100D736 45

Fluorspar, Screenings - 1/2” 85-105 (1362-1682) 95C1/227 45

Fly Ash 30-45 (481-721) 38A4036M 20-25

Fly Ash, Coal 30-60 (481-961) 45A4036M

Fly Ash, Fluidized Bed 60-90 (961-1442) 75A4036

Foundry Refuse, Old Sand Cores, etc. 70-100 (1121-1602) 85D1637Z 30-44

Foundry Sand, Dry (See Sand)

Fuller’s Earth, Calcined 30-40 (481-641) 35A10025 35 20

Fuller’s Earth, Dry, Raw 30-40 (481-641) 35A4025 23

Fuller’s Earth, Oily, Spent 60-65 (961-1041) 63C1/245OW 20-29

Galena (See Lead Sulfide)

Garbage, Household 50 (801) 50D745HV

Gelatine, Granulated 32 (513) 32B635PU 20-29

Gilsonite 37 (593) 37C1/235

Glass, Batch (Textile Fiber Glass) 40-55 (641-881) 50A1001LM 0-10

Glass, Batch (Wool & Container) 80-100 (1281-1602) 90C1/237 30-44 20-22

Glass, Broken (See Cullet)

Glue, Ground 40 (641) 40B645U 30-44

Glue, Pearl 40 (641) 40C1/235U 25 11

Glue, Vegetable, Powdered 40 (641) 40A4045U 30-44

Gluten Cake, Wet 30-50 (481-801) 40C1/245

Gluten, Meal, Dry 30-40 (481-641) 35B635P 30-44

Grain, Brewers (See Brewer’s Grain)

Grain, Distillery, Spent (See Brewer’s Grain)

Grain (See Specific Grain)

Granite, Broken 95-100 (1522-1602) 97DX27 30-44
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Granite, Fines 80-90 (1281-1442) 85C1/227

Granite, Lumps - 1 1/2” to 3” 85-90 (1362-1442) 87D327 20-29

Granite, Screenings - 1/2” 80-90 (1281-1442) 85C1/227 20-29

Grape, Pomace 15-20 (240-320) 18D345U

Graphite, Flakes 40 (641) 40B625LP 30-44

Graphite, Flour 28 (449) 28A10035LMP 20-29

Graphite, Ore 65-75 (1041-1201) 70DX35L 30-44

Grass, Seeds 10-12 (160-192) 11B625PY 30-44

Gravel, Bank Run 90-100 (1442-1602) 100D337 38 20

Gravel, Dry, Sharp 90-100 (1442-1602) 95D337 30-44 15-17

Gravel, Pebbles 90-100 (1442-1602) 95D327 30 12

Guano, Dry* 70 (1121) 70C1/235 20-29

Gunpowder 63 (1009) 63B625N

Gypsum, Calcined 55-60 (881-961) 58B635U

Gypsum, Calcined, Powdered 60-80 (961-1281) 70A10035U

Gypsum, Dust, Aerated 60-70 (961-1121) 65A10025M

Gypsum, Dust, Non Aerated 93 (1490) 93A10035M

Gypsum, Lumps - 1 1/2” to 3” 70-80 (1121-1281) 75D325 30-35 15

Gypsum, Raw - 1” 70-80 (1121-1281) 75D325

Gypsum, Screenings - 1/2” 70-80 (1121-1281) 75C1/225 40 21

Hay, Chopped* 8-12 (128-192) 10C1/235JY

Hay, Loose 5 (80) 5E45JVY

Hexanedioic (See Adipic Acid)

Hominy, Dry 35-50 (561-801) 43C1/225P 30-44

Hops, Spent, Dry 35 (561) 35D335 45

Hops, Spent, Wet 50-55 (801-881) 53D345V 45

Ice, Crushed 35-45 (561-721) 40D335OQ 19

Ice, Cubes 40-45 (641-721) 42C1/235O

Ice, Flaked* 33-35 (529-561) 34D335O

Ice, Shells 33-35 (529-561) 34D345OQ

Ilmenite, Ore 140-160 (2243-2563) 150D337 30-44

Iron, Borings, Machine Shop 125 (2002) 125D336W

Iron Ore 100-200 (1602-3204) 150DX37 35 18-20

Iron Ore, Concentrate 120-180 (1922-2883) 150A4037

Iron Ore, Crushed 135-150 (2162-2403) 142D337

Iron Ore, Pellets 116-130 (1858-2082) 123C1/237 30-44 13-15

Iron Oxide, Millscale 75 (1201) 75C1/236

Iron Oxide, Millscale, Fine 75 (1201) 75A10035LM

Iron Oxide, Pigment 25 (400) 25A10036LMP

Iron Pyrites (See Ferrous Sulfide)

Iron Sulfate (See Ferrous Sulfate)
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Iron Sulfide (See Ferrous Sulfate)

Iron Vitriol (See Ferrous Sulfate)

Kafir (Corn) 40-45 (641-721) 43C1/225

Kaolin Clay 63 (1009) 63D325 35 19

Kaolin Clay, Tale 42-56 (673-897) 49A4035LMP 39

Kryalith (See Cryolite)

Lactose 32 (513) 32A4035PUN 30-44

Lamp Black (See Carbon Black)

Lead Arsenate 72 (1153) 72A4035R 45

Lead Arsenite 72 (1153) 72A4035R

Lead Carbonate 240-260 (3844-4165) 250A4035R 30-44

Lead Ore - 1/2” 180-230 (2883-3864) 205C1/236R

Lead Ore - 1/8” 200-270 (3204-4325) 235B635R 30

Lead Oxide - 100 Mesh (Red Lead) 30-150 (481-2403) 90A10035P 45

Lead Oxide - 200 Mesh (Red Lead) 30-180 (481-2883) 105A20035LP

Lead Oxide, Pulverized 200-250 (3204-4005) 225A10035R 30-44

Lead Silicate, Granular 230 (3864) 230B635 40

Lead Sulfate, Pulverized 184 (2947) 184B645 45

Lead Sulfide - 100 Mesh 240-260 (3844-4165) 250A10035RX 30-44

Lignite (See Coal, Lignite)

Lime, Ground, Unslaked 60-65 (961-1041) 63B635U 43 23

Lime, Hydrated 40 (641) 40B635LM 40 21

Lime, Hydrated, Pulverized 32-40 (513-641) 36A4035LMX 42

Lime, Mud 80 (1281) 80B460X

Lime, Pebble 53-56 (849-897) 55C½25HU 30 17

Lime, Slurry 75 (1201) 75C360V

Limestone 55-95 (881-1522) 75A4046MY

Limestone, Agricultural 68 (1089) 68B635 30-44 20

Limestone, Crushed 85-90 (1362-1442) 88DX36 38 18

Limestone, Dust 55-95 (881-1522) 75A4046MY

Limonite, Ore, Brown 120 (1922) 120C1/247

Lindane (See Benzene Hexachloride)

Linseed (See Flaxseed)

Litharge (See Lead Oxide)

Lithopone 45-50 (721-801) 48A32535MR

Magnesium Chloride (Magnesite) 33 (529) 33C½45 40

Magnesium Sulfate (See Epsom Salts)

Maize (See Milo)

Malt, Dry, Ground 20-30 (320-481) 25B635NP 30-44

Malt, Dry, Whole 20-30 (320-481) 25C½35N 20-29

Malt, Meal 36-40 (577-641) 38B625P 30-44
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Malt, Sprouts 13-15 (208-240) 14C½35P

Malt, Wet or Green 60-65 (961-1041) 63C1/245P 45

Manganese Dioxide* 70-85 (1121-1362) 78A10035NRT

Manganese Ore 125-140 (2002-2243) 133DX37 39 20

Manganese Oxide 120 (1922) 120A10036 30-44

Manganese Sulfate 70 (1121) 70C½37 30-44

Marble, Crushed 80-95 (1281-1522) 88B637

Marble, Crushed - 1/2” and under 80-95 (1281-1522) 87C1/237 30-44

Marl (See Clay) 80 (1281) 80DX36 30-44

Meat, Ground 50-55 (801-881) 53E45HQTX 30-44

Meat, Scrap, With Bone 40 (641) 40E46H

Mica, Flakes 17-22 (272-352) 20B616MY 19

Mica, Ground 13-15 (208-240) 14B636 34 23

Mica, Pulverized 13-15 (208-240) 14A10036M

Milk, Dried, Flake 5-6 (80-96) 6B635PUYN 30-44

Milk, Malted 27-30 (432-481) 29A4045PXN 45

Milk, Powdered 20-45 (320-721) 33B625PMN 45

Milk, Powdered, Whole 20-36 (320-577) 28B635PUX 30-44

Milk, Sugar 32 (513) 32A10035PXN

Mill Scale (Steel) 120-125 (1922-2002) 123E46T 45

Milo, Ground 32-36 (513-577) 34B625

Milo, Maize (Kafir) 40-45 (641-721) 43B615N 30-44

Molybdenite Powder 107 (1714) 107B626 40 25

Molybdenum, Ore 107 (1714) 107B636 40

Monosodium Phosphate 50 (801) 50B636 30-44

Mortar, Wet* 150 (2403) 150E46T

Muriate of Potash (See Potash)

Mushrooms 24 (384) 24D335HQ

Mustard, Seeds 45 (721) 45B615N 20-29

Naphthalene, Flakes 45 (721) 45B635

Naphthalene Syenite 90-105 (1442-1682) 98B636 30-44

Niacin (Nicotinic Acid) 35 (561) 35A4035P 30-44

Nickel (Cobalt Sulfate Ore) 80-150 (1281-2403) 115D727T 30-44

Oats 26 (416) 26C1/225MN 21 10

Oats, Crimped 19-26 (304-416) 23C1/235

Oats, Crushed 22 (352) 22B645NY

Oats, Flour 35 (561) 35A10035

Oats, Hulls 8-12 (128-192) 10B635NY

Oats, Rolled 19-24 (304-384) 22C1/2NY 30-44

Oil, Cake 45-50 (721-801) 48D745W 45

Oleo (Margarine) 59 (945) 59E45HKPWX
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Orange, Peels, Dry 15 (240) 15E45

Oxalic acid, Crystal (Ethane Diacid Crystal) 60 (961) 60B635QSU 30-44

Oyster, Shells, Ground 50-60 (801-961) 55C1/236T 30-44

Oyster, Shells, Whole 80 (1281) 80D336TV 30-44

Paper, Pulp - 4% 62 (993) 62E45

Paper, Pulp - 6% to 15% 60-62 (961-993) 61E45

Paraffin, Cake - 1/2” 45 (721) 45C1/245K

Peanut Meal 30 (481) 30B635P

Peanuts, Clean, Shelled 15-20 (240-320) 18D335Q

Peanuts, Raw, Uncleaned, Unshelled 15-20 (240-320) 18D336Q

Peanuts, Shelled 35-45 (561-721) 40C1/235Q 30-44

Peanuts, Unshelled 15-24 (240-384) 20D335Q 30-44

Peas, Dried 45-50 (721-801) 48C1/215NQ

Perlite, Expanded 8-12 (128-192) 10C1/236

Perlite, Expanded, Powder 4-12 (64-192) 8A10035

Petroleum (See Coke)

Phosphate Disodium (See Sodium 
Phosphate)

Phosphate Rock, Broken 75-85 (1201-1362) 80DX36 25-29 12-15

Phosphate Rock, Pulverized 60 (961) 60B636 40 25

Phosphate Sand 90-100 (1442-1602) 95B637

Phosphate, Acid, Fertilizer 60 (961) 60B625T 26 13

Phosphate, Triple Super, Ground 50-55 (801-881) 53B635T 45 30

Plaster of Paris (See Gypsum)

Plumbago (See Graphite)

Polyethylene, Pellets 35 (561) 35B625PQ 23

Polyethylene, Resin, Pellets 30-35 (481-561) 33C1/245Q 23

Polystyrene, Beads 40 (641) 40B635PQ 23

Polyvinyl Chloride, Pellets 20-30 (320-481) 25E45KPQT

Polyvinyl Chloride, Powder 20-30 (320-481) 25A10045KT 45

Potash, Dry (Muriate) 70 (1121) 70B637 20-29

Potash, Mine Run (Muriate) 75 (1201) 75DX37 30-44

Potash, Salt (Sylvite) 80 (1281) 80C1/225T 20-29

Potassium Carbonate 51 (817) 51B636 20-29

Potassium Chloride, Pellets 120-130 (1922-2082) 125C1/225TU 30-44

Potassium Nitrate - 1/2” 76 (1217) 76C1/216NT 20-29

Potassium Nitrate - 1/8” 80 (1281) 80B626NT 20-29

Potassium Sulfate 42-48 (673-769) 45B646X 45

Potato, Flour 48 (769) 48A20035MNP

Pumice - 1/8” 42-48 (673-769) 45B646 45

Pumice, Ground 40-45 (641-721) 43B645
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Pyrite, Pellets 120-130 (1922-2082) 125C1/226 30-44

Pyrites, Iron 135-145 (2162-2323) 140D326 20-29

Quartz - 1/2” 80-90 (1281-1442) 85C1/227 20-29

Quartz - 100 Mesh 70-80 (1121-1281) 75A10027

Quartz, Lumps - 1 1/2” to 3”

Rice Bran 20 (320) 20B635NY

Rice, Grits 42-45 (673-721) 44B635P 30-44

Rice, Hulled 45-49 (721-785) 47C1/225P 19 8

Rice, Hulls 20-21 (320-336) 21B635NY

Rice, Polished 30 (481) 30C1/215P 19 8

Rice, Rough 32-36 (513-577) 34C1/235N 30-44

Rosin - 1/2” 65-68 (1041-1089) 67C1/245Q

Rouge, Powder 25 (400) 25A20047M

Rubber, Pelleted 50-55 (801-881) 53D345 22-35 22

Rubber, Reclaimed 25-30 (400-481) 28D345 18-32 18

Rubber, Reclaimed, Ground 23-50 (368-801) 37C1/245

Rye 42-48 (673-769) 45B615N 8-23 8

Rye, Bran 15-20 (240-320) 18B635Y

Rye, Feed 33 (529) 33B635N

Rye, Meal 35-40 (561-641) 38B635 19

Rye, Middlings 42 (673) 42B635

Rye, Shorts 32-33 (513-529) 33C1/235

Safflower, Cake 50 (801) 50D326 30-44

Safflower, Meal 50 (801) 50B635 30-44

Safflower, Seed 45 (721) 45B615N 20-29

Saffron (See Safflower)

Sal Ammoniac (See Ammonium Chloride)

Salicylic Acid 29 (465) 29B637U

Salt Cake, Dry, Coarse 85 (1362) 85B636TU 36 21

Salt Cake, Dry, Pulverized 65-85 (1041-1362) 75B636TU 20-29

Salt, Dry, Coarse 45-60 (721-961) 53C1/236TU 18-22

Salt, Dry, Fine 70-80 (1121-1281) 75B636TU 25 11

Saltpeter (See Potassium Nitrate)

Sand, Dry Bank, Damp 110-130 (1762-2082) 120B647 45

Sand, Dry Bank, Dry 90-110 (1442-2082) 100B637 35 16-18

Sand, Foundry, Prepared 65-75 (1041-1201) 70B647X 30-44 24

Sand, Foundry, Shake Out 90-100 (1442-2082) 95D337Z 39 22

Sand, Silica, Dry 90-100 (1442-2082) 95B627 20-29 10-15

Sand, Silica, Resin Coated 104 (1666) 104B627

Sand, Zircon, Resin Coated 115 (1842) 115A10027

Sandstone, Broken 85-90 (1362-1442) 87DX37 30-44
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Sawdust, Dry 10-13 (160-208) 12B645UX 36 22

Sea-Coal 65 (1041) 65B636

Sesame Seed 27-41 (432-657) 34B626 20-29

Shale, Broken 90-100 (1442-2082) 95D726Q 20-29

Shale, Crushed 85-90 (1362-1442) 88C1/236 39 22

Shellac, Powdered or Granulated 31 (497) 31B635P 45

Silica, Flour 80 (1281) 80A4046

Silica Gel - 1/2” to 3” 45 (721) 45D337HKQU 30-44

Silicon Dioxide (See Quartz)

Slag, Blast Furnace, Crushed 130-180 (2082-2883) 155D337Y

Slag, Furnace, Granular, Dry 60-65 (961-1041) 63C1/237 25 13-16

Slate, Crushed - 1/2” 80-90 (1281-1442) 85C1/236 25-28 15

Slate, Ground - 1/8” 82-85 (1314-1362) 84B636 45

Sludge, Sewage, Dry 40-50 (641-801) 45E46TW 28

Sludge, Sewage, Dry, Ground 45-55 (721-881) 50B646T

Snow, Compacted by Rain 15-60 (240-961) 40D45X

Snow, Fresh Fallen 5-12 (80-192) 8C1/235X

Soap, Beads or Granules 15-35 (240-561) 25B635Q 30-44

Soap, Chips 15-25 (240-400) 20C1/235Q

Soap, Detergent 15-50 (240-801) 33B635FQ

Soap, Flakes 5-15 (80-240) 10B635QXY

Soap, Powder 20-30 (320-481) 25B625X 30-44

Soapstone, Talc, Fine 40-50 (641-801) 45A20045XY 30-44

Soda Ash, Briquettes 50 (801) 50D326 22 7

Soda Ash, Heavy 55-65 (881-1041) 60B636 32 19

Soda Ash, Light 20-35 (320-561) 28A4036Y 37 22

Soda, Alum 75 (1201) 75B635PU

Sodium Aluminate, Ground 72 (1153) 72B636 30-44

Sodium Aluminum Fluoride (See Cryolite)

Sodium Aluminum Sulfate* 75 (1201) 75A10036 30-44

Sodium Bentonite (See Bentonite)

Sodium Bicarbonate (See Baking Soda)

Sodium Borate (See Borax)

Sodium Carbonate (See Soda Ash)

Sodium Chloride (See Salt)

Sodium Hydrate (See Caustic Soda)

Sodium Hydroxide (See Caustic Soda)

Sodium Nitrate 70-80 (1121-1281) 75D325NS 24 11

Sodium Phosphate 50-60 (801-961) 55B635 37

Sodium Sulfate (See Salt, Cake)

Sodium Sulfite 96 (1538) 96B646X 45
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Sorghum Seed (See Kafir or Milo)

Soybean Dust 25-35 (400-561) 30A4035MN

Soybean, Cake 40-43 (641-689) 42D335W 32 17

Soybean, Cracked 30-40 (481-641) 35C1/236NW 35 15-18

Soybean, Flakes, Raw 15-35 (240-561) 22C1/235Y 30-44

Soybean, Flour 25-35 (400-561) 30A4035MN

Soybean, Hulls 10-20 (160-320) 15B635Y

Soybean, Meal, Cold 35-45 (561-721) 40B635 32-37 16-20

Soybean, Meal, Hot 40 (641) 40B635T 30-44

Soybean, Whole 45-50 (721-801) 48C1/226NW 21-28 12-16

Starch 25-50 (400-801) 38A4015MN 24 12

Starch, Dry 20-50 (320-801) 35A4015MN

Starch, Wet, Cake 20-60 (320-961) 40B645

Steel Trimmings 75-150 (1201-2403) 110E46V 35 18

Steel Turnings, Crushed 100-150 (2082-2403) 125D346WV

Sugar Beet, Pulp, Dry 12-15 (192-240) 14C1/226N 20-29

Sugar Beet, Pulp, Wet 25-45 (400-721) 35C1/235XN 20-29

Sugar Cane, Knifed 15-18 (240-288) 17E45V 45

Sugar, Powdered 50-60 (801-961) 55A10035PXN

Sugar, Raw 55-65 (881-1041) 60B635PXN 20

Sugar, Refined, Granulated, Dry 50-55 (801-881) 53B635PUN 30-44

Sugar, Refined, Granulated, Wet 55-65 (881-1041) 60C1/235X 30-44

Sulfate, Lumps - 3” and under 55 (881) 55D335NS 30-44 18

Sulfate, Powdered 55 (881) 55B635NW 30-44 21

Sulphur, Crushed - 1/2” 50-60 (801-961) 55C1/235N

Sulphur, Lumps - 3” 80-85 (1281-1362) 83D335N

Sulphur, Powdered 50-60 (801-961) 55A4035MN 30

Sunflower Seed 19-38 (304-609) 29C1/215 20

Taconite, Pellets 116-130 (1858-2082) 123D317Q 30-44 13-15

Talc, Lumps 90 (1442) 90DX25 20-29

Talc, Solid 165 (2643) 165DX35

Talcum - 1/2” 80-90 (1281-1442) 85C1/236 20-29

Talcum, Powder 50-60 (801-961) 55A20036M

Tallow 58 (929) 58D745KWX

Tanbark, Ground* 55 (881) 55B645

Timothy Seed 36 (577) 36B635NY 20-29

Titanium Dioxide (See Ilmenite, Ore)

Titanium, Sponge 60-70 (961-1121) 65E47 45

Tobacco, Leaves, Dry 12-14 (192-224) 13E45Q 45

Tobacco, Scraps 15-25 (240-400) 20D345Y 45

Tobacco, Snuff 30 (481) 30B645MQ
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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7. Table of Materials (cont.)

Material Description Loose Bulk Density
[lbf/ft3 (kgf/m3)]

CEMA Material 
Code

Angle of Repose 
(deg.)

Maximum Allowable 
Angle of Conveyor 

Inclination
(deg.)

Tobacco, Stems 15 (240) 15E45Y 45

Tomato Skins, Seeds 61 (977) 60D354TV

Trap Rock, Lumps 100-110 (2082-1762) 105D337 30-44

Trap Rock, Screenings 90-100 (1442-2082) 95C1/237 30-44

Tricalcium Phosphate 40-50 (641-801) 45A4045 45+

Triple Super Phosphate 50-55 (801-881) 53B636RS

Trisodium Phosphate 60 (961) 60C1/236

Trisodium Phosphate, Granular 60 (961) 60B636 30-44 11

Trisodium Phosphate, Pulverized 50 (801) 50A4036 40 25

Tung Nuts 25-30 (400-481) 28D315 25

Tung Nuts, Meat, Crushed 28 (449) 28D325W 25

Urea Prills, Coated 43-46 (689-737) 45B625

Vermiculite, Expanded 16 (256) 16C1/235Y 45

Vermiculite, Ore 80 (1281) 80D336 20

Vetch 48 (769) 48B616N

Walnut Shells, Crushed 35-45 (561-721) 40B636 30-44

Wheat 45-48 (721-769) 47C1/225N 28 12

Wheat, Cracked 40-45 (641-721) 43B625N 30-44

Wheat, Germ 18-28 (288-449) 23B625 20-29

White Lead, Dry 75-100 (1201-2082) 88A4036MR 30-44

Wood, Chips, Hogged Fuel 15-25 (240-400) 20D345VY 45

Wood, Chips, Screened 10-30 (160-481) 20D345VY

Wood, Flour 16-36 (256-577) 26B635N

Wood, Knots 22 (352) 22D435V

Wood, Shavings 8-16 (128-256) 12E45VY

Zinc, Concentrate, Residue 75-80 (1201-1281) 78B637

Zinc, Dust 200 (3204) 200A4035

Zinc Ore, Crushed 160 (2563) 160D735 38 22

Zinc Ore, Roasted 110 (1762) 110C1/235 38

Zinc Oxide, Heavy 30-35 (481-561) 33A10045X 45

Zinc Oxide, Light 10-15 (160-240) 13A10045XY 45
* Normally pneumatically conveyed
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Table 8. Material Characteristics
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2. LIST OF MINIMUM CHARACTERISTICS FURNISHED WITH INQUIRIES FOR QUOTATIONS FOR BULK 
MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

It is obvious that some information on material characteristics is required before a proper conveyor application 
can be made. Chapter II and this chapter define and list the important things it is possible to know about material 
and all of it should be given to the conveyor manufacturer if possible. In many cases it is impossible to supply 
complete information but there are characteristics which must be known before a machinery quotation can 
be started. These characteristics are as follows:

• The common name of the material
• The bulk density, defined as loose or vibrated
• The screen analysis
• The moisture content
• The material temperature, if elevated
• A verbal description of the appearance of the material

Lacking this data, a properly packaged representative sample of the material to be handled should be delivered 
to the manufacturer for analysis. The manufacturer’s quotation will include the material analysis. It will be the 
customers responsibility to inspect the analysis for error because the conveyor design will be based on the 
analysis. If the analysis is not representative of the material being conveyed it is possible that the conveyors 
will not perform as specified.
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APPENDIX I. Shear Testing Procedure. 

1. EQUIPMENT

The tests are conducted on a direct shear, controlled-strain tester, such as a Jenike Shear Tester or equal, using 
a two-part shear cell for holding the material, a gravity loading system and motorized shearing force applicator with 
a continuous shear force recorder. An auxiliary consolidating bench for holding material in the shear cells under 
normal load for various periods of time is usually necessary. The shear tests described below are based on a shear 
cell with 3 3/4” inside diameter, but similar procedure may be used for other sizes. The two-part shear cell is made 
up of a base and a ring. A twisting cover, a test cover with loading bracket and a mold ring complete the accessory 
pieces of equipment. The shear cell and covers are usually made of aluminum to keep their weight to a minimum, 
but stainless steel may be used where corrosion or abrasion may be a factor or high density material makes the 
increased weight less a factor in the overall weight.

2. DEFINITIONS

• Shearing resistance, S: is the total horizontal force in pounds applied to a bulk material to overcome the 
sliding and rolling resistance of the particles on themselves under constant moisture and temperature. 
This force is applied at right angles to the consolidation pressure and parallel to the plane between the 
two halves of the shear cell in a direct shear test.

• Shear stress, τ: is the unit shearing stress usually in pounds per square foot, or the total shearing resistance 
divided by the cross-sectional area of the shear cell, in a direct shear test of a bulk material under constant 
moisture and temperature.

• Consolidating pressure: is the total, normal, or compressive, force in pounds applied to a bulk material in 
the shear cell causing a change in density or compaction. When this force is that used for consolidation 
to the steady state condition it is Vc ; when shearing to obtain yield it is just the normal load V.

• Consolidating stress, φ: is the unit normal stress usually in pounds per square foot on a sample of bulk 
material, or the consolidating pressure divided by the cross-sectional area of the shear cell, in a direct 
shear test.

• Pre-consolidation pressure, Vpc: is the total normal force in pounds which is applied to the shear cell 
during twisting of cover to obtain a uniform specimen and to cause it to flow with shear until steady state 
is approached. It is the largest normal force applied to the given specimen. When subsequently testing 
to obtain shearing yield, the normal forces are somewhat less than the pre-consolidation pressures so as 
to obtain definite yield conditions.

• Maximum or major, consolidation stress, σ: is that maximum normal stress usually in pounds per square 
foot determined from plotting the largest Mohr circle tangent to the yield locus and through the coordinates 
for the given pre-consolidation pressure. The larger value of the intersection of this stress circle with the 
zero shearing stress axis is the maximum, or major, consolidation stress; the smaller value of the intercept 
is the minimum, or minor, consolidation stress, 2.

• Unconfined yield stress, fc: of a bulk material is the major stress usually in pounds per square foot, within 
the mass when this pressure causes yield or failure at an exposed or free surface. Since the stresses acting 
on the free surface are zero, this surface is a principal plane and the major normal stress is tangential to the 
surface of failure, or the yield locus, a Mohr’s circle through the origin and tangent to the yield locus will 
completely describe these conditions. The unconfined yield stress is determined from the intersection of 
this Mohr’s circle with the zero shearing stress axis which corresponds to the major normal stress. When 
multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the direct shear test cell the major normal stress becomes the 
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unconfined yield strength or pressure, Fc.

This would correspond to the instantaneous condition unless otherwise stated. If the samples are held 
for a period of time under a given consolidation pressure, this would be a time unconfined yield stress.

• Effective yield locus:  is defined as the envelope, denoting yield or failure during flow, of the Mohr stress circle 
for determining maximum consolidation stress for each consolidation. It has been found experimentally 
with many materials that the ratio of maximum to minimum consolidation stress, σ, varies only slightly 
as a solid of given moisture flows under constant temperature for the range of consolidating pressures 
usually occurring in gravity flow. A constant ratio implies a straight line envelope passing through the origin 
and tangent to the Mohr stress circle for maximum consolidation stress at each pre consolidation. From 
the experimental evidence continuous deformation of the material during steady flow occurs only under 
certain stress conditions which are defined by the effective yield locus.

• Effective angle of friction, δ: is the angle between the effective yield locus line and the horizontal or normal 
stress abscissa. In general, dry, fine solids will have a low value while coarse, wet solids have large values. 
This is also found from the formula:

Where: σ1 = Maximum (major) consolidation stress
   σ2 = Minimum (minor) consolidation stress

Is to be noted that for very free flowing solids, having practically no cohesiveness, the yield locus and the 
effective yield locus will coincide and the angle of internal friction, φ, then would equal the effective angle 
of friction, δ. The effective angle of friction is used in flowability studies out of bins and hoppers.

Figure 10.

σ1

σ2

σ1 - σ2

σ1 + σ2

Sin δ = 1 + sin δ
1 - sin δ

or =
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3. PROCEDURE

1) To conduct a test select a representative sample, by standard sampling techniques, being sure to maintain the 
moisture content, temperature and particle size distribution of the original material. For use in the 3 3/4” cell, the 
sample must be screened to eliminate sizes larger than a U.S. No. 8 mesh sieve. The shear cell is placed on the tester 
so that the base is seated on the centering hold in the machine’s frame and the ring with the mold superimposed 
is offset from the base toward the force applicator by approximately 1/8” or the thickness of the ring.

2) The cell and mold are filled with material in layers and tamped slightly as put in place. The top is struck off 
flush with the mold and the twisting cover is then placed on the material in the mold. The weight support frame 
is then placed on the cover pivot.

3) The amount of pre-consolidation weight, Vpc, to apply to the frame is only determined by trial and error on 
the first test by the shape of the test curve during shearing (See Figure 10). This is approximate by the various curves 
supplied with the tester, which are broken down into four grades of consolidation, showing the consolidation load 
and three normal loads for use in shear tests based on bulk density. Since it is necessary to assign values of vertical 
loads so that the result of tests are in the range required for design, it is desirable to obtain points which straddle the 
intersection of the flow function and flow factor curves, to be described later. Based on the density of the material, 
an intermediate grade is selected and the normal loads obtained. Then two other grades are selected for the later 
tests. Since the grade curves give loads for the consolidation part of the tests and a higher load is required for the 
pre-consolidation assume a load about 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 times the consolidation load Vc for a trial. 

4) With the pre-consolidation weight applied and noted together with the tare weight of its support frame, 
the cover is then twisted about 30 times through an arc of ± 10°, being careful not to press down on the twisting 
cap, while the base is held.

5) The above weight is removed and the mold taken off striking off the material flush with the ring. The testing 
cover is then placed on top of the material so the force applicator contacts the bracket on the centerline between 
the two halves of the shear cell. The force applicator is then advanced until it is practically touching the bracket on 
the cover. The consolidation weight, W, is applied to the cover so the total with its tare weight equals Vc. 

6) The force applicator motor is then started and shearing starts. The recorder automatically reproduces the 
horizontal shearing force required. This resulting curve should show a rather steep straight portion with a smooth 
curve leveling off to some steady value by the time the two halves of the cell are centered without a noticeable 
peak before the leveling off (See Vc on Figure 10). At this point the force applicator is stopped, the stem retracted 
and after the chart reads zero, the consolidation weight is removed. The pre-consolidation load should not be too 
great as over-consolidation results when shear values peak and then reduce.

7) Without any further change in the shear cell or test arrangement, a new lower weight, ϖ’, is then added to 
the cover. This is one of the values selected from the grade curves, or about 1/2 to 2/3 of the consolidation load. 
The total of ϖ’ plus tare weight gives normal loading pressure, V. The force applicator motor is again started. With 
proper initial loading, pre-consolidation and consolidation, the resulting curve should reach a peak and then drop 
off sharply to some lower level. It is this peak value which is recorded as the value of failure. It will also be noted 
that there should be a slight clearance between the upper and lower halves of the cell after shearing since shearing 
causes an expansion in the material. After the shearing, the shear plane between the two halves of the shear cell 
should be inspected to be sure the plane coincides with the split. See Figure 10 for typical curves.

8) The sample should be weighed to obtain the actual bulk density at the consolidation load and recorded. The 
net weight of the material is obtained after weighing the bar weight of the cover and ring and deducting this from 
the total. This is then divided by the net volume to obtain the consolidated bulk density in pounds per cubic foot.

9) A completely new sample is prepared of the same material under the same conditions and the same pre-
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consolidation and consolidation loads. Steps 2-8 inclusive are then repeated under a new applied weight, W”, and 
the new peak value recorded for the corresponding normal load, V’.

10) Another new sample is again prepared as in step 9 with the identical pre-consolidation and consolidation 
loads, but with a lower applied weight, W”; during shearing to failure. This peak value and the corresponding 
normal, V”, is recorded.

11) While three different applied loads are usually sufficient for a given consolidation, if they are sufficiently 
different to establish a smooth curve, additional tests may be run to obtain more definition to the resulting curve 
of normal load versus shear load.

12) It is now necessary to repeat the above steps 2-11 with a different pre-consolidation and consolidation load 
as from a different grade curve. A minimum of 3 new peak shear values are found for the corresponding normal 
loads under the same new consolidation load.

13) Step 12 is again repeated using still a third pre-consolidation and consolidation load.

14) Since materials that may be held in storage for hours or days may consolidate and gain strength with time, 
additional tests should be run for the “time” condition. Usually a 24 hr period of time of consolidation will show a 
significant change over the instantaneous conditions.

15) For time tests the samples are prepared in the same manner as in steps 1-6 inclusive maintaining the same 
moisture and temperature conditions and using the same pre-consolidation and consolidation loads as in the 
corresponding instantaneous tests. After being consolidated as in step 6, but before shearing to failure, the shear 
cell is removed from the tester, marking the base for realignment, and placed on the consolidation bench. The 
rubber cover is lowered around the cell to preserve the moisture conditions. The consolidation weight applied to 
these samples is that determined as the maximum consolidation load V1 = σ1 x A, read from the Mohr stress circle 
drawn from the corresponding instantaneous test with the same consolidation load deducting the tare weight of 
the consolidating bench weight support unit, usually 1 lb.

A = area of shear cell in ft2; for the 3.75” diameter cell, A - 1/13 ft2.

16) After consolidating time period has elapsed the shear cells will then be removed from the consolidation 
bench and inserted on the shear tester so the cell is aligned in the identical position it was originally. The samples 
are then sheared, under the same loads as used in the corresponding instantaneous tests, in the same manner as in 
steps 7-13 inclusive. It should be noted that normal loads higher than used in the instantaneous might be desirable 
because of the higher strength of the material so more accurate curves will result. This could be an additional test 
point not covered in the instantaneous tests.

17) The time flow function can then be plotted after tests at three consolidations. The peak values are read on 
the shearing tests, as before, and used to plot the time yield locus.

18) For determining the external angle of friction of material on a surface, such as a steel plate, a stainless steel 
plate or a rusty plate, only the upper half of the shear cell, or ring, is used. A sample of the plate is clamped to the 
machine frame at the proper level to maintain the shearing plane in line with the centerline of the force actuator. 
The ring is placed in this test plate and loaded in step 2. It should be noted that in this test material particle sizes 
may exceed those used in previous tests and have a few lumps up to 1/2” for the 3 3/4” cell.

      The regular test cover is applied. This sample is not pre-consolidated, but a consolidation load is applied as 
before. The ring and cover is twisted several times on the sample test plate to distribute the material properly. After 
the consolidation load is removed, the ring should be refilled and struck off flush with the ring again. Twist the ring 
slightly on the plate again to ensure it is not stuck to the plate. The cover is reapplied and the largest normal load 
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is applied to the cover. The force applicator is then started as in step 6.

19) In this test the same sample is used for a number of a different normal loads, so as soon as the recorder 
indicates a peak followed by a steady state remove one weight of the total. The shearing continues and another 
peak and steady state occurs. Then a second weight is removed. This procedure continues for as many weights 
as possible until the force applicator has reached the end of its travel. Usually 4 or 5 different readings may be 
obtained. It is the steady state reading that is read from the curve and recorded with its corresponding normal 
load, applied weight plus tare weight.

4. CURVE PLOTTING OF DATA

1) Yield Locus, Angle of Internal Friction, & Cohesion - the peak shear and normal pressure, or stress, values 
for each consolidation pressure from the Procedure, steps 1-4 plus the steady state shear and normal loads at 
the consolidation condition are plotted and connected by a smooth curve to obtain the yield locus. The angle of 
internal friction, φ, is measured between this curve and the horizontal. The cohesion, C, is the y-axis intercept of 
the yield locus.

2) Effective Yield Locus and Effective Angle of Friction - a Mohr semi-circle of stress for the consolidation condition, 
steady state stress versus corresponding normal consolidation load, is drawn through this point and tangent to the 
yield locus. The minimum, σ, and maximum, σ, consolidation stress can then be obtained from the  intersections of 
this Mohr circle with the normal stress axis. The unconfined yield stress, fc,is found by constructing a second Mohr’s 
circle through the origin and tangent to the yield locus and reading the maximum consolidation stress for this smaller 
circle. The effective yield locus is a straight line drawn through the origin and tangent to the larger Mohr circle. The 
effective yield locus is a straight line drawn through the origin and tangent to the larger Mohr circle. The effective 
angle of friction, δ, is the angle between the effective yield locus and the horizontal axis. Similar curves have to be 
constructed for each consolidation condition, both instantaneous and time periods although in many cases they 
may be superimposed on the same plot. Curves may be plotted using both shearing resistance and consolidation 
pressures or the corresponding stress values that are only different by dividing by the area of the  shear cell. Stress 
values are shown here in Figure 11.

3) Material Flow Function - for determining the flow function curve of the material, the values of the maximum 
consolidation stress, σ1, (or V1), and the unconfined yield stress, fc, (or Fc) at each consolidation loading as determined 
in Figure 11 are plotted and a smooth curve drawn between the points.

    In order to obtain a relationship between different materials or the same materials under different conditions, 
such as moisture, the cotangent of the angle between the base and the selected point on the flow function curve 
is used as an approximate value of the Flow Function, FF, for comparing flowability. Since materials as generally 
handled in conveying equipment are under low consolidation, an arbitrary value of 39 lbs/ft2 consolidation stress, 
or 3 lbs consolidation load on the 3 3/4” cell ( 1/13 ft2 area) has been selected as a base point for comparing flow 
function curves of materials. The flow function angle, λ, is then taken as an angle measured between a line from 
the origin through the point on the curve corresponding to 39 lbs/ft2 consolidation stress, or 3 lbs consolidation 
pressure and the horizontal base line. The value of the Flow Function is then:

V1 @ 3 lbs

Fc

σ1 @ 39 lbs/ft2

fc

FF = Cot λ = =
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Figure 11.
    
    A very free flowing material will have a flat flow function curve and a small angle λ, whereas as sluggish 

material will have a larger angle λ. See Figure 12 below.

 

Figure 12.

4) Wall Yield Locus and External Angle of Friction, φ - the shear and normal stress values from Steps 18 and 19 
are plotted separately for each consolidation pressure and smooth curve drawn through these points determining the 
wall yield locus. Using the effective angle of friction found previously on the same sample, the effective yield locus 
is constructed. The Mohr circle for the consolidation condition is then drawn tangent to the effective yield locus. 
The intersection of the wall yield locus and the consolidation circle, at the higher consolidation value, determines 
the end of the wall yield locus. The angle of external friction, φ, is usually taken as the angle between the horizontal 
axis and a straight line from the origin through the intersection. If specific conditions result in wanting to know a 
more accurate friction angle corresponding to a given consolidation stress, then the Mohr circle for that particular 
consolidation value is used and the new intersection with the wall yield locus used to measure the angle φ. See 
Figure 13.
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Figure 13.

5) For studies in connecting with gravity flow of materials out of bins and hoppers it is common to plot the 
critical flow properties of the material as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Curve Plotting of Data
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